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Manifesto
If you wave to me on campus, I may or may not see you. For I am nearsighted and have astigmatism
and don't always wear my gla ses. I do this for two reasons: first, I'm a bit absent-minded and tend to lose
things. But sometimes r 'lose" my glasses on purpose. For after not wearing them for a couple days, putting
them on results in an explosion of color and detail- I am always reamazed that I can see the shape of each leaf
on a h·ee. When I take off my glasses, my world becomes like one large impressionistic painting. I try to walk
to my classes with my eyes hut, feeling the texture of the sunlight (or more often here) the cool breeze as the
fog bi! lows about my cheeks. r find that if I wear or don't wear my glasses for too long, I start walking
quickly and these little gift , texture and detail, become commonplace and unnoticed. So I am continually
alternating between seeing and feeling, and this helps me to hold these two different types of beauty in tension
and to appreciate both.
This seems to me to be a telling metaphor for the function of art-that art awakens us to things we
may already seem to know but ha e forgotten or not fully understood. David Fetcho in his article "Art, Action
and Re 1Val" peaks of the" tas1s" of human bemgs-that we tend towards ruts and patterns. Using Ezekiel as
a potent example, he suggests that the roles of prophecy and art are similar. Fetcho points out that in a point in
Ezekiel's ministry he 1s not told to go out and teach, rather, he is told to build a model of Jerusalem and to
represent siege cond1t1on . Then he 1s told, and this is amazing to me, to lay on his left side for 390 days to
represent the years of the punishment of Israel and -tO days on his nght side to represent the punishment of
Judah. The prophet wa on the ground for over a year! Fetcho points out that these actions are "highly suggestive and conceptually obscure" In this way the prophet 1s drawing attention to things the people have forgotten, in this case their 1n, and callmg for a new way of living and thinkmg. One purpose of art can be the
same: to expose evil and apathy and to remind people of what they seem to have forgotten with the expectation of change.
Another rea on art is valuable to us 1s because 1t main tams ome element of mystery. There are things
you can't quite articulate, can't quite wrap your mmd around-and art has the subtlety to sear you with
mystery, but to maintain 1t as such. DH Lawrence's description of the sexual acts of Lady Chatterly and her
lover are graphic, but he captures somethmg different than a sex education book would Their love is deep and
mystifymg; 1t bnngs them mto extreme intimacy and redeems their sense of personal dignity. How is all of
this accomplished? The obvious answer would be "sexually," but doesn't this hint of things too wonderful for
words-the my tery of a man with a maid? So then, just as art is valuable for the way it exposes things, so
also it 1s valuable for the way 1t suggests but does not outright say.
Part of what I'm getting at here has to do with how art can add flesh to our understanding. I may read
"God delights in his children" and that is undoubtedly true and valuable. What art does is that it communicates
experience to us-it makes our knowing full-bodied and fleshly. So that when the poet writes about delight
you connect with it emot10nally and experientially, it can begin a connection of head and heart knowledge.
Thus what was to us dry and bare now has been given flesh and blood-through word or image. Think about
blood-an incredible metaphor m the scriptures for cleansing, refreshing and newness. And when I sing of
"sinners plunged beneath that flood" slowly it dawns on me: "Ah, that is what redemption is!" And no new
thing has been said. I knew that through Christ's blood I am saved, but the image of the "fountain filled with
blood drawn from Emmanuel's veins" set to the beautiful music of that old hymn hits me like a thunderbolt
and I understand in a different way.
But how can we expect so much through literature and aii work? Dr. Partain has pointed out to me
this semester that if we believe that our God chose to reveal himself through Scripture, we must believe that
words are powerful and life giving. And I would add to that: if we believe that our God in the incarnation
assumed a physical human form, then we have to say that the image is powerful and potent for conveying
mearnng.
I don't pretend that these manifestos are exhaustive. There is so much that I would like to read and
study. However, I could not put a book of artwork and literature together without making some kind of
statement about how these things are deeply valuable to the church. That is what this book attempts, and
where it fails I would charge you to think, draw, and write and submit to next year's Thorn so our understanding of Christianity and the arts may become more and more complete.
-Shelly Brown
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Crooks of elbows
Manifested in reassuring tones
Of voice that's warm
But firm

To the realities I know
But can 't see
Because of my fear
Held too close

The security of your shoulder
Over the wire
Shown here
Through the distance

And how better to combat fear
Than to laugh in it's face
Poke at it
Shove it away

Still alone
But happy
Because of your integrity
And truth

I just needed a bigger friend
Who was not scared of these
Under bed things
Moronic pause for

And your goofy
Irreverence
Burst out laughter
That calms

Such stupid things
So thank you for the
"Boo"
I needed that

So calms me
And nourishes my spirit
Like a gentle lullaby that
Jolts me awake

I will consume you later
Lick my fingers
Happy to have the protection
And irreverent laughter

Natalie E. Lodico Copyright 2002
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Doubting
I hear the sound of lawnmowers at night- night mowing
To what earthly purpose in this unbroken darkness,
Th.is delusion of sound and sense?
I am beyond d1e end of the world,
And my room 1 • the compass of the new
1\ nd all I sec are shadows
On the walls of Plato's cave.
Evan Donovan

THE TRAWBERRY AND THE PLUM
A strawberry s aid to a plum upon the giving of a gift
"If I wer'c but a dark as you, as plain and grim and dark as you
Then I would tarry long and tay, and rest and needn't ever shift,
But I'm a bright and pretty thing and must take care to keep from view
For if I were to hang around I might be een here on this limb
And gobbled up a quick as fair to please some passer's vicious whim."

The plum grew grave and thought a bit and gave berry and honest glance
And then he aid, "I' U have you know, Plums are eaten and happy, too.
We're picked when ripe and put in pies to some king if given chance.
You'll soon discover a you go, and try so hard to not get caught
That elfish berries left uneaten, very soon begin to rot."
Timothy Johnson

The Rose
Why does a rose have thorns?
Held in my hands I bleed
Who will deliver me from its pain?
It is the rose that slays me
My life stained like her petals
Her beauty as short as my life
Who will deliver her from death?
It is the rose that saves me
Jared Leonard

Rollercoaster 1
Today was a ro llercoaster .
An out rageous twist of innards .
I don't mind hav ing such days
Wh e n they end on the ground .
Neverm ind , yes I do .
Because I feel s ick afterwards .
And dumb .
What a waste of money.
-Angela Childers

Predestined?
Inside the spinning top of storm
we rest, all in bewildered calm.
Violently, rain weeps outside
the placid eye, and wails forlorn
for lack of sight. And all along
the shell of hurling wind derides
us, where we stand and mourn
those caught, lost in turmoil beyond
our eerie arch of sounding tide.
Bedraggled, pale, no one beside
we weary few himself is tom
from nightmare into dawn.
-Elsbeth Barnett

SPNTR
Disgusting feelings,
Even that small kiss?
I am now kneeling

It still feels amiss
Jesus loves my life
Cold days, terror, fright?
He gives me my strife
Grant me help this night!

A Pilgrim 's Prayer
Christ 's love shines only faintly
across the wide water of sufferingyet I risk my life to see His face.
beyond the soundless expanse of sinful
strivings
burns the radiant body of the everlasting
man.
blow me by your word of grace, 0 Lordgive but one breath, I will be whole.
if the knowledge of Your hope
You hide within me, I will not fear the storm
but trust the captain of my soul.
-Evan Donavan

You furnish me that glare
God see me, hear me
You are everywhere
Listen to my plea!
Between your fingers
"This beautiful mess"
Your touch still lingers
Can I now be less?
-Jon Krueger

1.

A hard, Georgia rain is falling.
It came on suddenly, a few moments ago,
And as I watch the large drops falling,
They fall as if they'll never go.
ow the Georgia rain is gentle,
Sweetly sprinkling on the green.
The slight is pleasant, the sound unalarrrung
As I make my cup of tea.
The sky has cleared now,
and the air is new.
Although it will return again,
The Georgia rain is presently through.
2.
The clouds hide the evening un,
And the sky is blue and bright cream and grey.
The tree outside the window sways its leaves gently,
And bids me to come outside and stay as the everung sunlight fades.
3.

The autumn wind visited last night.
It mingled among the trees and made our curtains dance.
The autumn wind parted early this morning.
It left a gray sky, and a hint of rain.
4.

The wind ruffles my papers
As I sit here trying to decide what to write.
An ant wanders to and fro across the table
And the blue and white sky frames the afternoon sunlight.
fy eyes look about,
As I hold my head still, remembering him
And yesterday's meeting. A warm feeling
Holds me quiet as the evening dims.
Buzzy Majauskas

Sharon Lo rraine

Onlooking Love

Your father 's yodeling would wake me from slumber
like waxwork painted in pastel
And I would help that large German man all morning
she stands across the room
On the shed that he hoped would provide the water
her stolid silence who could tell
To ripen your blueberries . His quiet way in words
will break forth music soon
Was made up in the brea thing he made and I wondered
If you breathed the same, though when I hea rd yo u
the dress is hung , papier-mache
It was a soft low breath of a mouse .
around the statue's form
When the sun was high over our heads he would say
a smile is cut out of the clay
"Sharon Lorraine fetch me your cool water."
soft glance dispelling storm
We would drink from the ladle in you r hands
And his look at you matched what I could only think.
Evan Donovan
We fought cattle all afternoon, wild on horses .
The one I rode was named for you r dead mother.
Before the sun put us to bed our final chore was on a hill ,
Beneath a willow, where your father tended a small wooden pail
That held lilacs, daisies and all things alive .
You heard each evening as he gently called ,
"Sharon Lorraine fetch me your cool water."
If it was a good evening we would sit on the front porch
And enjoy a smoke until the mosq uitoes ran us in side .
I wo uld prefer the stai rs so I could see your silhouette
Through the door as you smooth ed down the table with yo ur apron .
In bed I would put myself to rest wit h the Old Testa ment.
Wild with their sto ries and hot fro m the sun
My body felt like breaking against sheets and goose feathe rs.
Bi rthday Cake and Attenna
My lips wo uld part with a whis per befo re drea ming,
Please don 't sing
"Sharon Lorrai ne bring me yo ur cool waters. "
Neal Howard

Wraithlike , she float s from place to
place,
the marrow drained from every bone,
a swirling mist behind her face
all thoughts obscuring by its veil
though she be still as stone .
Her grey eyes see as through a cloud,
the gath'ring storm behind her skull
pierces the ears with thunder loud
and lightning saps her features pale ;
weariness holds her soul.
Sara Barnett

Do an ything but si ng
To me
I' d rathe r have you sit
And gl id e your eyes along
T he shad ows of my cheek s
As they bluge into a smile
I' d rat her have you lay back
In your chair with your arms
Up and hands folded behind you
And watch you talk
But now I have to look around
And smile your face
And brush your eyes
And simply wonder
From afar
What these signals are for
Angela Childers

Mr. Radio

Christopher

Hey Mr. Radio , play me that song.
I turn on the FM, you find me again
In life I am lost, where do I live?
~
Show me the way, just one more time "'-~~

Hey Mr. Radio , what song will you play? ~ " "
Where can I find you and where do you l i v e ?""
\\
You say my feelings are fine
Then show me your road
Just take me there - - -I won't crash and bum

Hey Mr. Radio, if truth can be found ~
Please change to the FM
Don't even tum the dial 'cause - - - - - ,
If wishes were horses and beggars would r i d e ~ ·
You ' d tell me the street and I' d stand outs;de
~

Come pick me up and drive me away ~
It must of been your tune, I fe lt within my heart :---------..._
It must have been your words, you used to care for"me
Hey Mr. Radio, don 't play me your song. - - - - You turned on the FM and you found me again
Coffee and books, on that second floor
I lmow there's something missing - - - - This time I hear no singing

--------=

Hey Mr. Radio, your song is too loud ~
I'm humming my tune this time ------.. ~
And I kind of like my song - - - - - - If I ever see you again
-------I'll make sure to say hi
So please go away
Goodbye
r - - - - - - - - -- -

--------=

Jonathan Krueger

I guess its about Christopher, that person who used to
counsel me about life and my parents, I wanted and
needed him to sing me that song, or in essence say
the things I wanted to hear.
The FM is life and I keep finding his words applying
to my life
So who is my family, where do I live, where do I find
my identity
I asked him to show me the way
Again I ask for something from him, but this time I
don't see what I need from him, I don't lmow what
words I want to hear
Where does he live? What lies does he live with in
his life, what truths does he deny and accept?
You affirmed me
ow show me who you really are
Come on just take me
I think I'll be fine
I'm talking with Christopher, I'm asking and questioning what he told me
I'm asking him to come on and look at life, tum on
the FM!
Don 't change the channel, don 't change the subject,
don 't try and change the truth
If thing came down to it, if you told me who you
were, I probably would have joined you
I'd let you come and take me away
It must have been the things you used to say to me
It must have been your words, but for some reasons
those words don't do anything for me anymore.
Hey Christopher don ' t tell me your words and lies
You tried to get into life and get back to me
You and I had a talk on the second floor of Border's,
but I never felt satisfied
I lmow something is missing
The singing are al1 the things he 'd say, the lies, the
things he 'd try to convince me with, but it doesn 't
work anymore
Christopher you're a plank in my eye
I'm focusing my life on something else now
And I think its better
Ifl ever see you again, I'll be nice and say hi
But I don ' t really care for you, so please go away

ILLUMINATED: 10.2/3/4.02

Sweet darling of my heart, take me away tonight.
Fly

me

softly

on

a

creamsicle

cloud

and

let's

nse

like

steam

To those blurry ocher stars that glow like suns a thousand worlds away.
Oh, take me tonight and lets not speak of telephones.
Take

me

let ' s

and

not

speak

of

cold.

Forget the butcher's knife and the radio and the strain of bridges hung low over the sea,

Forget

salt

and

wound

and

fluorescent

light,

For we are rising on a dense vanilla custard, you and I,
And

the

jagged

world

below,

that

earth

with

all

its

grief,

it

was

never

ours.

Let's cast it off tonight.
Let 's

float

past

the

moon

and

wave

as

we

go

by.

It is such a colossal moon, a paper lantern filled to the brim with vintage sunlight.
What

a

gentle

moon,

but

look:

it

is

dissolving

into

morning's

acidic

glare.

It is dissolving quickly! and soon it will be day.

So
Let's

let 's
trap

trap
ourselves
within
the
mellow
Lets trap ourselves inside Vermeer s open window,
ourselves

m

a

cumulus

banana

pudding

dawn ,
cloud

And enjoy the warmth of each other's skin.
-Andrea Downs

Birdland
Once or twice in an eight hour lifetime
A note
shaped like an albatross
whose wings span every
kind of blue
in an ivory night,
with a feather for every language
spoken under the mouth of the raisin sun,
could shoot like truth

through electric lilted lights on
the shadow-centric face
of smoo th brass blowing eels
with sweaty soprano skin,
defying the currents that move
the surface textures of time and space.
Cool countenances capture the drifting genius
with smoky tenor teeth
night after note after night
-Vincent Howard

Manifesto
In arranging these works, I was unsure of whether or not I should highlight religious poetry.
Being a good Calvinist, I don't advocate a bifurcation of secular/sacred and I agree with Dorothy
Sayers that "Playwrights are not Evangelists." However, within the church, art can be a valuable tool
for directing our prayers and helping us understand the Scriptures.
One of the important purposes of the arts for the Church is the exploration of the mysteries of
God. Some things can not be fully understood propositionally--our minds are too small to grasp
them. Metaphor and image can sometimes cloak mystery, put it into a digestible form, suggest
something that can't quite be said, or it can quite simply make us fall on our knees saying "I was not
there when you created the earth, Lord, and I stand awestruck at your beauty and the wonder of your
ways." I think that this is what David Macey's "After the Annunciation" gets at, for who understand
the mystery 9f the virgin birth?
Further, art can be a way to express joy, thankfulness, and petitions to God. Evan Donovan's
poem "Soil" (below) has become one of my prayers, "still, Lord, 0 send your latter rains to break
with grace upon my soul." Or consider Jenni De Jong's triumphant refrain "Listen and Adore!"
Jonathan Krueger's poem "SPNTR" calls out for God's help and succor.
I hesitate to comment on visual art, for here Presbyterians seem to still have some remains of
iconoclasm in them. I do think that this is a difficult issue with which the church wrestles. I do not
know if art should be used in worship but I do know that art can be worshipful.
So I present the following works as a sample of what you will hopefully find throughout this
work-literature aimed at worship, not better than the other works, but different in purpose.

Listen and Adore

I

• I

I

•

Come with me to the concert!
We'll walk the garden path.
But kep your footsteps light,
And listen to the silence.
Underneath the stars
And swaying in the moonlight
fhe flower boughs are blooming
With secret songs of promise.
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Do you hear that harmony
That echoes in the silent night?
A symphony of colors bright!
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Listen with your eyes,
Behold the swell of song,
And hear the message clear,
The music of each hue.
Happy notes of yellow
and loyal tones of blue
Blend with chords of crimson
For a melody of tune!
"Adore, adore, adore,"
They sing unceasingly,
This orchestra of praise
Composed by the creator.
So when you chance to hear
The garden symphony,
My friend, join in and sing'.

Eternal Pentecost
these times of worship are my food:
the texture of singing, speech
shall cover doubt with white of joy.

Do you hear that harmony
That echoes in the silent night?
A symphony of colors bright!
Listen, and adore!

the robed procession up to Christ:
the hymns and prayers, its holy hope
shall make us burn with red of love.
the spark is cast from Hand to hand
and light my shriven soul aflame:
the Holy Spirit knows my name.
Christ's fire comes and dwells within.
-Evan Donavan

-Jenni De Jong

Promise of City Lights
Right here tucked away beneath the overlook of Covenant College, I see a private, glorious show of
city lights. Sparkles of yellow, white, orange, and red flicker before me. And magical light is something I
never saw before tonight. The way they shine tonight is just for me. The promise that the future is yet to be
written . And here I am creating this little piece of it. The lights promise life vibrant, everywhere. I watch.
There are houses, restaurants, and stores- a blur of electrical happiness. And the sky is so full of mystery. Ifl
could grab it all and then have these tiny stars in my hand , I would almost explode. And I could fling my stars
forward and see an array of bliss. That excited feeling of otherworldliness I get in my stomach I could look at
in awe. It 's that frightening wonder of having a creator who is making for you an unimaginably magnificent
something better than cool; fresh night air that lightly dances across your face and makes you unbelievably
free from the dread of what you fear tomorrow could be. And this is my stage. My secret little throne of rocks
where I fit like a rock, but am living, changing, and renewed . When my thoughts stay in my head , I think I
have it all figured out and I begin to detest that meaningless boredom of a godless world, but out here there's
so much more. I can't control the sunset. And someone else makes it beautiful for everyone and the color is
my feelings, my-passion and the clouds are my thoughts, and the edge of the cliff is the edge of tomorroware to jump or loose footing . Slip into unpredictable air. The trees are shivering and so am I. It's great. I am
smiling alone, but it all I need. Not a boy or an expectation or a wish for me to think about. No, I have an
eternity of city lights and then some. I want to do what's right. I want hope, not humans in the night. And I
never want to let go of nights singing on rocks in the woods, or snowflakes and waffles at midnight, or a
beautiful day with friends going fast up the mountain- reaching higher. We know there 's something higher.
Higher than trees and mountains and stars, but beyond earth. I believe in God the Father Almighty. He made
this. I did not. His works are on display for me to see and revel in . Revel in goodness, not instants of joy or
days seeking love, but in evenings, lifetimes and eternity of being forgiven , owned and beautiful in His sight.
God, you love me! Let me try to love you. Can I show you my lights of love, or make your lights bum and
extinguish the world with the eagerness of my smile?
-Alanna Ritchie

Walk

u

I walk along
This wooded trail.
In the absence of all light.
Yet,
I have a lamp.
I am not alone,
Though unaccompanied.
And on thi path diverge-ed,
head I sec two lights.
They must be chosen between.
With prophetic realization,
I discern
ne
Will be
A pas ·ionate flame,
soothing ray,
Iy guiding light.
An<l the other will be a bug-zapper.

I count the hours (by cigarettes),
tossing a brain-broken arabesque
in
the
balance
(between)
balet
and
buzz

Braden Morris

Vending Machine and Picasso

n

e

d

I don't know which sky scraping
pirouette I (playfully placed)
in
her
lap,
but
I
caught (the ensuing smile)
(by cigarettes playfully placed
between the ensurng smile),
I
count
the
hours.
-Michael

Scott

Baker-

Pictures from Before the War
I.
crumbling brick in a duotone.
an old woman stares in rowhome London,
practicing her respirator jazz.

Renoir, please.
No, make that a Leonardo.
Can I get an El Greco to go?

II.
the steel mill down the road retreats in fog,
echoing the sounds of men at labor.

Pastiche frightens .
Maybe nothing is sacred.

III.
In a parish church
that floats on heather
the pastor stands, ascetic but yet not severe,
flanked by black-haired schoolboys.

If you just push the right buttons
Mona Lisa will sing
And that pitchfork couple
Will advertise your toothpaste.
How about I put in my two cents
And get a Picasso
And savor it slowly
Cause it melts in my mouth
And not in my hand.
Angela Childers

IV
7:00 am in the market district.
ribbons of light join earth and sky,
breaking upon shopkeepers' faces.
Evan Donovan

Candle Light

0 thou, one burning candle, small and trite
Dost quiver, yet with such a lonely fear
Of this dark world. So trembleth this thy light,
Which humbly, quietly flickers beneath the drear.
0 thou, one separate star, would not so clear
Be, in the night, in that oppressive shade,
If not for fellows also holding dear
The light of Truth that shall not ever fade.
0 vast expanse of faintly shimm 'ring stars,
In heav'nly shining light eternally abide!
All purpose, service, love in thee aspires;
Else Ink of Night will all Light seek to hide.
Thou candles, lone and quiv'ring in the Night:
Stand fast, in common purpose, brillant Light!
-Jenni De Jong

Predestintheworking
Subtleties determine
brilliance in the aesthetic frame,
realism in a crafted likeness,
or the working of a flesh machine.
An exact turn of events arranged
in order to lead a spirit
towards a line of being
drawn before its first breath .
-Vincent Howard

I hear the rain
Jason Mttc hell
June 5, 2002

I hear the rain
Run down the drain
Oh, what a pain
Mind raising Cain

It is now plain
A weathervane
Pointing like Maine
Clouds are a seine
Thundering bane
Sky flash again
All I disdain
I cannot train

For All We Know, It Could End Tomorrow
But then my brain
Bravery feign
all me insane
Blood through my vein
Will to remain
Seen goal to gain
Strength to sustain
Pace to maintain
Answer, not wane
Calls still pertain
Excuses be slain
Dare I complain?
Walking the lane
Jerusalem main
One crimson stain
Stopped not for reign
How could I chain
Feet to terrain?
I sing refrain
I hear the rain

Of yesteryear I do but dream
Today I live in present it seems
Tomorrow holds wondrous schemes
When is the chapter closed?
When, at the end of finite day
I reach down to retrieve a stray
Leaf that has fallen away
When does a memory die?
Catapulting to and fro
Between tree limbs of life I blow
Sometimes overpowered by the flow
Will I grasp the next branch?
When leaves wither, memories fade
Time, everlasting never ceases to raid
The purse of life from which we are made
Who transcends the void?
As one second is life on earth below
Clock tolls heeding us to strive e'er we go
Ever pursuing the dream we claim to know...
For all we know
It could end tomorrow
-Elizabeth Brown

This Day We Celebrate Christ's Birth
Words by Sarah Funke, 2002

Composed by Sarah Funke, 2002
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Your Vessel, Lord
0 Lord, I come before You now;
Below Your holy throne I bow.
My heart's one longing and desire
Is to be purified by fire.
So cleanse, 0 God, my filthy heart;
Refine me, Lord, in every part.
Then may I be a vessel pure,
Prepared to love, and tell, and serve.
-Julie Codington

fath

omed .

fath - omed .

After the Annunciation
All medieval gold, the glorious announcement.

The meek, "So gather into me."
But what colored that seminal event-

the artifice ofEternity?
The pallor of the virgin,

as she slightly feared her flesh would be consumed?
The skin, the womb-

groan.
Waiting:

shiver, shake.
What of the Dread?
(Fragility under/against the beating of great wings.)

' Let it be done" said
so easily;
But what cost consent
at the arrival ?

Tell me little maiden:
Did you

Quiver
Quake
Before the shadow of

that Movement's wake?
-David Macey

Blossom
The summer is my soul's delightIts gentle heat and fragrant wind:
Descent of boughs with flowers filled,
A blessing for the world that siJ.1.ned.
God breathes: my heart is filled with joy;
I look: the sky is filled with light.
Christ's tree of suffering spreads its limbs,
O'ershading me and killing night.

-Evan Donavan

the falling leaves stall while the wind sighs up a
sadness of pointed red-gold-orange spin ballet
the death flames of summer writhe up to loom the landscape into blushing tapestries
to gather sketcll twigs and tree feathers and fling them windways to the ground
just maybe later someone (looking footward) can thrust the threads
can reach down cold-handed to pick up crushed dancedust and dead colors
and whirl them with the stars in the springblaze
-Ben Sulser
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-Photo by Katie Mesh
The hot Florida sun beats down on the black, hazy pavement. Fumes of steam rise off the road in the distance,
mirage-like. A small house sits at the top of the hill , where the blacktop turns to gravel road . The yard is overgrown,
with weeds advancing into dying bushes. Cicadas buzz, loudly broadcasting their mating call , knowing that nobody will
ever find them. A black and red grasshopper jumps from the top of a Bahia stalk, springing from it like an Olympic pole
vault jumper. It lands amidst the dry, limestone driveway. The nearly Martian terrain must confuse it, so it jumps again
to its verdant home . The merciless sun seems to drive dust off the ground despite there not being any breeze. An old,
ruined car sits, perched like a lame dog, in the middle of a growing oil spot mixing with coolant.
A lone tree holds two strands of manila rope, on the ends is an old plank of wood, splintering at the end. The
rope looks frayed and rough. There is grass growing high below the swing; there is no dirt patch signifying childish use.
The house sits surrounded by its dilapidated chain link fence . The gate to the back yard is rusted through,
despite the ten-year warranty. The house looks old, though it isn't. The door, an insignificant portcullis, is blood red
with scratch marks under the handle where a large key-chain has swung across it. Inside, it is sweltering. The airconditioning doesn't work. Humidity reigns king.
Inside the house, there is a view of the back yard, which is even more overgrown than the front, through the
glass sliding door. An old broomstick chocks the door shut in the groove. The kitchen is small and indecent. A pile of
bills, unopened, sits by the telephone. The markings on the outside of the envelopes indicate the poison that is contained
within.
An antique hutch sits in the comer, collecting dust and various nick-knacks. The hutch is the most expensive,
though not necessarily prized, possession of the people that live there. The hutch was the wife's (whose name is Janet)
father's, who raised Clydesdale horses . He was very successful at it, and let people know about it whenever he could.
"There isn't a horse alive that's more noble than a Clydesdale." He ' d always say. He tried to give people the
impression that he was noble as well, after all, don't you have to be a noble person to sell the noblest animals? Most of
the time he was successful in convincing people of this, but when people got to know him better, they realized he wasn't
worth the air he breathed. Janet usually visualized him as a puffer fish.
Janet's husband, Steven, was an out of work journalist, who now made extra money by making sculptures out
of PVC pipe. The PVC pipe sculpture market wasn't as profitable as he'd thought. Steven was glad that Janet's father

was dead. He would have aid something about not finding work and "Sitting on ms ass." That was ms favorite phrase
to describe someone who he thought was lazy.
When Janet's father died, the only thing she got was the antique hutch filled with nick-knacks and dust. It was
a somber reminder of her father 's failed relationship with her. Steven's mother Bonnie, had been an elementary school
teacher all her life. His father left before he was born. Later in life, Bonnie started talking to everyone like she did to
her students. Exaggerated expressions, unintentionally patronizing anyone over eight years old. She died in her sleep
before Steven mamed.
The TV, s1tt111g on a stand w1Lh tiny tubular legs, buzzed on and was the only noise in the room. Its metal walls
collected dusL and were never cleaned. A salesman trying to peddle his wares was droning on about some citrus cleanall product.
tevcn and Janet sat 111 their thrift store bought recliners; thrones of antiquity. Anybody that sat in one immediately wondered ,r they owned cats. They had owned a dog, but once the gate rusted, it ran off and never returned. Both
of them sat watch111g the seL, buL not, atch111g al the same time. Their minds weren't anywhere.
"What's Lh1s guy talkrng about?" teven broke through the vacuum with a question that he didn't care about being
answered .
There was no response .
"Did you hear me?"
"Wha ... , oh, I didn't. .. , what?" Came the slightly pissed response.
" evemund, do you have a cigarette?"
" o, it's my last one." he said.
"So you do, right?"
"Yes, buL it's m111e."
·'We ll leL me have one drag and then you can fimsh IL"
"F111e" she s:11d as she handed hun the cigarette and the lighter.
He inhaled the smoke, opemng h1 mouth at the same time to gel ome oxygen tn the mix. He did trus when he wanted a
better buzz.
The smoke came trailing ouL his mouth like a great gray cat, clawmg its way up his face.
·'OK. let me have 1t now."
He took one more puff and passed 1t to her.
She smoked ddTerently than he did. She only inhaled once or twice while smoking one cigarette. He didn't like it, and
told her often.
"You know that's a waste ofa cigarette, especially since that's the last one."
"Well I'm not the one that smoked all rrune last rught, so I can smoke it anyway I want."
Birch. He thought.
Steven got up out of his chair, turned off the set and started to walk to the kitchen.
"Hey, I was watching that." Came the protesting response.
"Sorry." He switched 1t back on.
"Would you tum it on to the cooking channe l?"
"We don't get that channel anymore, ,t costs too much. All we have is the basic channels now. Pretty soon we'll have to
use rabbit ears to get the news."
"Why?"
"We got the bill today from the cable company, and yo u know as well as I that we can't pay it."
"Well, how are we going to pay it?"
I don 't know. He thought but didn't say.
His wife looked puzzled by his unresponsiveness.
"Well, what can we do?" She said after awhile.
"I saw this movie a long time ago about a couple who robbed banks, and they made a lot of money."
"But that was a movie."
"It was based on a true story"
"They're all based on true stories"
"So, why wouldn't it work for us?"
"Because we've never robbed banks before!" She said, but not very convincingly.
"So? Do you think that anyone has experience doing it before their first time? We've both seen the movies, we just
walk in, demand money, and walk out before the cops get there. It'll be simple."
"You don't even own a gun."
"Yeah I do, it's in the attic."
"Why didn't I know about it?"

"Because I never told you about it, I'll go get it."
He came back carrying a Crown Royal bag with a weighty lump in the bottom of it.
"Here." He said as he dumped the contents out on the dingy coffee table.
"What the hell! Be careful with that thing!"
"It's not loaded, it's fme."
"How do you know that?"
"Because I've never put bullets in it." He said matter-of-factly.
The gun was old, a revolver, with no shine or luster. It had a wooden handle and rivets going through it to hold the
wood on.
"You 're serious, aren't you?" She asked, worried about how he might answer.
"Yeah, I am. How else are we going to pay those bills and make something of ourselves? obody knows us, and we
live way out in the boonies. The cops would never fmd us."
"You've go t to be kidding."
"I most definitely am not."
"When are yo u going. to do th.is?"
"Today."
The way he replied shocked her. She didn't expect th.is. But something was compelling in his resolve.
"I'll go with yo u."
He turned to her and bl.inked.
"What?"
"I said I'll go with you. I want to help."
"OK, let's go then."
They walked th.rough the door and got into the car, the vinyl seats burning the backs of their legs.
"When we get the money, I'll buy you a car with tinted windows, and leather sears, and air-condit1oning." He said, with
a different light in his voice. He bad hope, a purpose .
He turned the key, and the car coughed to life. The shriek of a bad fan belt pierced th.rough the air, drowning out the
cicadas.
He threw the car in reverse and backed out the driveway without looking. He put the car in D and drove .
"Which bank should we rob?"
"I don ' t know."
"One with a safe would be best."
"I th.ink they all have safes, don't they?"
"True."

As they sped on, they passed by signs announcing that town was approaching. Signs in front of businesses said that jobs
were available, inquire within.
"I won't ever have to make another stupid PVC sculpture."
''I'm so happy for you." Came the languid reply.
"Me too ."
The car stopped at a red light and the engine rolled like a lopsided ball.
"So what's your plan, big man?"
"I don't know, I guess I'll walk in and demand money."
"Hmm. Sounds romantic. Kind of like something they could write stories about."
"Don't mock me. I'm doing th.is for us ."
"For us? What difference will it make? We'll be the same, just with money
now."
"Don 't be so cynical. Why can't you just agree with me for once instead of being so belligerent?"
Doesn 't she see? He despaired. She doesn't love me anymore. The despair fe lt by Steven at this point was phenomenal.
"What happened to us?" he asked.
"Nothing. Absolutely nothing. "
"What's wrong with you? Don 't you appreciate what I'm doing?"
"Yeah, I guess. What's your problem?"
'Tm just tired of being rejected at all the places saying they ' re hiring. I don 't want to have to worry about bills. I'm
tired of not having the cooking channel. And having hot seats in this freaking Florida sun flash-fry my legs every time I
get in the car. I'm tired of our house with no AC, and the kitchen with the clogged drain. I'm tired of the dusty hutch
getting dustier and the dog being gone. I'm tired of not feeling close to my wife."

"We haven't felt close in years."
"Thanks for po111t111g that out."
"So, what's your plan'?"
It became apparent that she had only come along to nag him.
"I want to be the getaway dnver. I don't want ro go in. I don't want to get caught."
"Why not?"
"Because I don't wanL Lo go to jail for you. You·re not worth it."
Trus revelation seemed to Steven like a cannon ball dropped in his guts. He hadn't realized how unloving she bad
become.
Maybe if I do this, she'// love me again.
They pulled into the bank, which was surrounded by cleanly clipped hedges and clean sidewalks and clean windows
say111g that check111g accounts were free.
He go1 out of the car, and Janet slid over Lhe bench seat to the dnver side.
"Have the car running 111 fronL of the door, but don't look obvious."
"Sure, I can do that." She said this as cheerfully as 1fshe was go111g to the store to get a gallon of milk.
I [e walked up lo the door, feel111g the weight of the gun in his sweatslmt pocket. The cold greasy steel was probably
making a sta111 on the front or IL, but 1t wouldn't matter for long.
Why am I doing tf11s? I shouldn 't be here 1 This 1s her fault. If she had loved me, then f wouldn't be forced to do any of
this. I should lwve 1us1 left years ago, and here I am robbing a damned bank. What if I get caught? Then it's all for
nd1l11ng And what if do pull 11 ojp Then whw? Run111ng from the law for the rest of our lives? Sure! That'll be great.
Lor~- of romance in this. 011r love ll'011ld deepen and she'd be my girl again. What if f chicken out now? f could just
walk aro1111d and 111• ro find a1101her1ob I can 1us1 imagine
1he scene now, me and some p11nk 1ee11agerji//111g our 1he application. He'd get it of course. Like it always happens.
1111(/ 1he11 f 'd have to explain ro Janel ll'h_v I messed up a11other1ob I can't do that again. This has to work.
f le pushed open the door and looked 111s1dc. The air-conditioning, the first he'd felt in weeks, coo led bis
sweating brow. Velvet ropes made to corral bank rype people lined up like giant suspended red snakes hooked to their
brass trees. Smoke glass pamuons separated the bankers from the world. Packets of brochures let the reader kno w that
they could get 6.5°/o 111Lerest on a 36-month CD account. Steven walked up to the bank teller, a woman with a pen over
her ear and white cuffs, and wildly looked about.
"May I help you?" She bank Lellenshly asked.
"Uh, yeah, uh ... f. .. [ need to make a withdrawal." He voice rep lied, fu ll of sweat.
"Do you have an account, sir?"
H

o.',

'Then how do you suppose you can make a withdrawal?"
Steven didn't need to rep ly with words.
As the woman saw the gun slowly being pu lled out of Steven's pocket, she screamed and reached under the counter.
Steven fired before he could think abo ut it. T he report resounded across the room like so me sort of dragon, screaming
death. Steven opened his eyes and saw the woman slumped over the co un ter.
He also noticed a loud piercing noise comi ng fro m everywhere. He ra n towa rds the exit, but sliding metal cove rs fe ll
down the front of the doors. He was trapped.
As they slid down, he caught a glimpse of Ja net pulling ou t of the parking lot. His las t image of her was her looking
both ways before pu lling out in the street, driv ing in the opposite directio n of their home.
"May I help you?" She bank te lleris hl y asked.
"Uh, yeah, uh ... I. .. I need to make a withdrawal." He vo ice re plied, full of sweat.
"Do yo u have an acco unt, sir?"
"No."
"Then how do you suppose you can make a withdrawa l?"
Steven didn't need to reply with words .
As the wo man saw the gun slowly be ing pulled out of Steven's pocket, she screamed and reached under the counter.
Steven fired before he could think about it. T he report resounded ac ross the room like some sort of dragon, screaming
death. Steven opened h.:is eyes and saw the wo man slumped over the counter.
He also noticed a loud pierc ing noise corning from everywhere . He ran towards the exit, but sliding metal covers fell
down the fro nt of the doors. He was trapped.
As they slid down, he caught a g limpse of Jan et pulling out of the parking lot. His last image of her was her looking
both ways before pulling out in the street, driving in the opposite direction of th eir home.
-Bo Lancaster
*Winner of the short story division of the Covenant Creative Arts Contest*
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Gen Psych: Week Five
My coffeepot's slow

and I'm walkir:ig in.
The teacher is talking
my mind isn 't with him
I'm scanning the room
for a good place to sit.
My old seat is taken
I'm out of my league so
I plop down beside
a warm body and breathe.
e ore we were strangers

Back

and now we're t gether.
My my what a di erence
two feet can ma e.
-Bert Rutgers-

All these laws
Grind against mv min
Catchin ears
Forcing turning spokes
Spoken smoke
Irritating eves of broken backs

II

Rain Son
The rain· it speaks to me.t---1---lt sings to me a song.
Pittering , pattering, skipping along,
Droplets dan ce befor e my eyes.
They laugh and sing,
They hop in r hyth
Flower to bush and grass.
Like fairy maidens titter ; laugh ,
Smiles sparkling,
Beaming diamond
Spreading joy around.
Many play with hide and see
Under leaves ; behind the tree
Giggling softly as they hide
Later, though , a seeker come
A great big cloud of darkest gre
Rolling mightily overhea
Searching, seeking , finding all.
Raindrops scatter; run for cover
More appear and still more come!
Rushing quickly; hurrying faster
Pushing , jumping , fighting aloud.
Now the seeker creeps away
Crawling slowly back again
Raindrops, weary, look around.
Lazy wanderers
Search for comrades
Merging slowly
Sparkles fading
Fairies slipping out of sight
Bodies unite
Though bright beams dull
Songs not finished
Laughter ceased
Raindrops merging,
together;
one.

little sea boy
Hey there my western girly
Don't be such a doll
niff that nail polish
Fake that blissful smile
Consolation miracles
Aprils fools day
Let Jesus play those silly prank
A life full of angels is hell
A roadway hem1aphrodite
You entertained angels unawar
Make her fit into your box
I must be perfect to be loved

Jon Kru eger

-Anne Uthlaut

Are you s tisfied with the life-blood yo

just slurped?

Take all I built and suck it away

ore before and the trails others

Suck from juices you do not

Suck
07.27.00 Natalie Lodico
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That whole day he had walked the city streets m Jeans and gray t-shirt underneath a gray sky,
shuffling his gray blockish feet across the Oat gray sidewalk. That whole day had been a pencil sketch
drawn lightly by an apathetic artist or like newspaper pnnt smeared on an open palm. All the features of the
day were soft and ambiguous and the gray faceless people mumbled but didn't say much of anything. II
the colorlessness of the world mu t've fallen asleep here in the city and it Just never woke up .
A conversation he had had with his boss earlit.r that morn mg:
"Paul," his boss had said "don't come into work today. My mother eez zeek and I need to veez1t
her."
"Okay. Tomorrow then?"
"Yez. I' 11 zee you tomorrow."
Paul was an assistant to a freelance photographer who took pictures, good pictures, in black in
white, and Paul 's job was managing finances and chedulmg gallery sho\,mgs, portrait sitting, and ·chool
lectures. His boss Franco was good at his Job and so was Paul. But outside of work Paul d1dn 't know what
to do with himself. This unexpected day off took Paul by surpnse and what was he going to do all day? !Ie
was already awake and dressed and he didn't feel like lecpmg anymore so he decided to walk around the
city until he stopped.
He picked up his wallet, stuffed 1t mto the nght back pocket of his Jeans and grabbed his apartment
key. He walked lethargically toward the door, turned around and looked at his apartment, switched off the
light, and walked out the door. While he was locking the deadbolt rs . Terantano was Just return mg from
her early morning bridge club. She was a strange old woman, the kmd with burgundy hair and very pmk
lips that look like construction paper crumpled up by a three-year-old. Today she was dressed m a rubycolored polyester pants suit that reminded Paul of cranberry JU1ce. When she saw Paul she exclaimed, "Oh,
Pwaulie, dear! Have a wondahful day at work. Tell that photographa of yours that I'm ready for my portrait
any day now!" She laughed an emphysema-ridden laugh that sent her into a mild coughing spell. Paul
waited until she was done coughing and then replied, "Will do , Mrs. Terantano. ee you later."
He stood there for a moment and watched as her wrinkled vemy hands fumbled to put her key into
the lock. Her hands shook a bit but finally she unlocked the door and turned the doorknob. With her boney
hip she nudged the door open, shuffled 1ns1de, and then weakly and slowly closed the door. When Paul
heard it gingerly click into place he thought agam how very much she reminded him of cranberry Juice. Ile
remembered what the word "tart" could taste like, how drmkmg cranberry Juice would make a tongue feel
like it had just been electrocuted, how it could send sensation all the way through a Jaw. Ile thought he
might be getting thirsty. Strange, he thought. Stranger than normal. I'm getting stra11ge1'. With that, he
forcefully locked his own door and then half turned, half pulled the doorknob to make sure 1t was fully
locked. He slid the key into his front right pocket and turned to walk down the stairs onto the city street.
All the people on the street seemed to Paul to be stale, lukewarm water m a stainless steel pot. Of
course all the people were busy, they were making money, they were setting standards and creating trends,
but to Paul they were dead. In his own mind,Paul himself was dead and as he walked on the sidewalk all he
could think was how much he wanted a glass of cranberry juice. He heard people on cell phones cutting
deals, he heard kids laughing over the stupidest things, he heard the perpetual honking of taxis and the
occasional shout. But each person was an amoeba floating around and sometimes bumping into each other.
Sometimes people split in two and no one seemed to care. He thought what a desperate and pathetic
existence to be an amoeba, but wasn't he one, too?
As he walked he came across a newspaper stand where two young man were talking. "Dude," said
the one with the lip ring "you know that new song by Gnffendoll" It Just keeps going around and around in
my head all day."
"I totally know what you mean," said the other. "I woke up to that song on my alarm clock radio
today at freaking seven am."
A petite girl wearing a slate-colored stocking cap walked up and joined in. "Oh, yeah. Dude. Were
you listening to 106.3 this morning? That's the same song I woke up to. That's so funny."

witnessed, but how he too had woken up to that stupid Griffendoll song this morning at seven am. Also he
was so thirsty. He was just so damn thirsty.
He continued wallcing again and after some time had passed he saw a little girl standing on the
sidewalk by herself. She had dark curly hair and she was wearing a long red coat that looked old-fashioned
and fairly expensive. Had Paul ever seen a little girl look so melancholy? She was striking! Paul immediately stopped walking and just stared at the girl. Within a second she turned to him, looked him straight in
the eye and sai d, "There's broken glass on the sidewalk." She said it directly to him in a voice a child might
use when acting in a hristmas play. She was clear and purposeful and deadly serious. Her voice rose
above all the murmuring masses and it cut through Paul like a hot razor blade grazing his skin. And he
thought, her coat is so red, like cranbeny juice.
He remembered that hi grandmother used to serve him cranberry juice in a glass tumbler when he
was a child and when he held that tumbler up to the light he always imagined he was a decadent priest
holding a diamond goblet ii lied with blood. 0, God! I am so thirsty! The child's words to him had been
cryptic and haunting, but what about his incessant thirst? He had to find a cafe.
He kept wallcing and decided he wouldn't stop until he could get some cranberry juice. He walked
and walked, pa t stores, past people who looked the same, past voices that sounded the same. Was he
walking on a treadmill? He was so thirsty! His mind was focused on that one awareness only. Gray in a
thousand different shades brushed past him like he was walking down a hallway of colorless silk but wasn't
there anyone who could give him a dnnk? ot water, not even alcohol; he just wanted cranberry juice. An
ab urd request, perhaps but legitimate.
After walking and walking and walking he neared a cafe and bolted for it. He was crazy now.
While he ran toward 1t, he had to push his way through business suits and sweatshirts that looked like they
were made from the same fabric. Just a little closer, he thought. I'm almost there. But when he got there he
saw a small group of people standing in the way of the cafe's door. In the middle were two dirty men
yelling viciously at one another in a language Paul couldn't understand. Their voices sounded so hostile.
One had a beard and the other was bald. That's all really Paul could see as he cautiously walked around
them to get to the door. He opened the door, read a sign in the cafe that said "Seat Yourself' and sat down
at the first booth he saw. It was right next to the window where outside the two men were fighting.
Paul tned to ignore them. Really it wasn't too hard with his own mind screaming, I am thirsty! He
wanted that juice now! IIe wanted it so badly. He watched the two men disinterestedly as they argued. The
bearded guy leaned 10 too closely and then the bald guy formed a fist and punched the bearded one right in
the face. What petty children, Paul thought. And where is my waitress?
The fighting escalated until the bearded man pulled out a .45. When he did, all the people who had
gathered to witness the fight dropped to their knees and stomachs as though they had already been shot.
The only person standing was the bald man at whom the gun was pointing. The bearded man was yelling
hysterically and his hand was shaking, trembling. The bald man then dropped to the pavement. Paul saw
the next few moments happen in a slow, slow sequence.
And now all Paul could see was the barrel of the gun. It was though it were a tunnel on the highway. He saw an explosion in that tunnel, the barrel, and then a shiny silver bullet sliding through it. It was
coming toward Paul now, faster and faster. That bullet :Snot mine! thought Paul. There must be a mistake. I
am innocent! I am not that man! I am not any of them! I am different! I am not gray!
The bullet then exploded through the window of the cafe, bursting the glass window like a million
diamonds. It ripped through Paul's gray t-shirt his pale skin, his white bone. His purple, crimson, maroon,
burgundy heart, which lay beneath all that colorless debris, tore into two jagged pieces like a phone book
being ripped in half. The red juicy membranes that held his heart together were severed and his blood
sprayed all over the walls of the cafe.

-Andrea Downs
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American Progeny
A short story by Laura Kaufmann
Maria rose, yawned, and stretched. Sitting on the edge of her bed she braced herself to stand up,
knowing that if she wasn't careful she would totter and collapse backwards. Her frontal burden rendered her
immense pain, and her small frame frequently had trouble balancing with it. Groaning, she thrust herself up
from the bed and trudged in the direction of the kitchen.
The coffee had begun brewing at 9:00, and it was now 9: 15. Sunlight pounded through the foggy
kitchen windows and bestowed a slight headache on the fatigued woman. Just got up, and now it felt like it
was time for bed again. She sighed heavily. Maternity leave was a precious institution , she pondered as she
generously poured her coffee, but the symptoms which accompanied it seemed torturous compared to the
daily grind.
The date was four weeks away. 'You won 't come early on me now, will you little girl?" she inquired
softly, bending her head forward and patting her belly. 'Mommy doesn't want to have any trouble with you;
nobody would want.that."
Sipping her coffee, she went into the living room and slipped "Bach for Breakfast" into the CD player.
As she passed the old bookshelf, she suddenly noticed an object wedged between it and the wall. Curiosity
forced her to reach down, toilsome though it was, and retrieve the object, which turned out to be some sort of
framed picture. Blowing off the dust and brushing it away, she was su rprised to discover a depiction of the
eruption of Mount Vesuvius destroying Pompeii and Herculaneum, completed by an obscure modem artist.
Ah, yes, she thought. A present from her mother several years ago. She couldn tat all remember why she had
stuck it behind the shelf, leaving it to waste away and spoil, much like everything in the path of the swirling
lava of Vesuvius. She shuddered as she observed the vicious detail of the painting, but decided to display it in
her living room anyway. Wondering if her mother had ever noticed its absence, she hung it Judiciously next to
the piano.
That night she was scheduled to go to her mother 's for dinner. Even though they inhabited the same
town, Maria considered their relationship to be cold and distant, only because they disagreed on so much. Her
mother, Liz Lancaster, was sullen and resilient towards the world and everything it offered her, and most
material things were repulsive to her, except perhaps a Reader 's Digest and a good cup of tea. She thrust a
Bible into Maria's face every time Maria entered her house . "I didn 't name you Maria for nothing!" Liz would
bark at her, and Maria would always roll her eyes in despair, knowing that the Virgin Mary wasn't the easiest
person to emulate. "I know, Mother. But you realize I don 't believe in that sort of thing. I've got a future to
think about," and then when she got pregnant, "I've got a daughter to think about. The world's a busy place,
and I can't be preoccupied with living the perfect life, you know? Just let it rest." And so Liz would let it rest,
for a little while, but she never stopped persisting with her agenda. Maria dreaded her vi.sits there.
All the same, her mother had notified her that something important was on the docket for tonight, so
Maria's dread was drowned by the anticipation of the news. She hadn 't a clue about its subject, though, and
feared it was only a ploy for Liz to advise her about her upcoming motherhood.
Throughout the bright, hot July day, Maria loitered around her house, doing a few chores here and
there but mostly reading magazines and watching television. At one point she attempted to call her sister long
distance on her cell phone, but the confounded thing wouldn't work. She could not resist the urge to throw it
across the room and nearly broke it in two in so doing. It wouldn't consider working for her after that incident.
"Good riddance," she muttered as she dialed her seldom-used 1-800 number. Her conversation with her sister
turned out to be pointless and superficial, just mostly about interior decorating and the latest makeup trends.
(She knew her sister was jealous of her pregnancy. "Can it, Nancy," she thought disgustedly, "it's not all it's
cracked up to be.") The phone call endured a few minutes, after which Maria directed her eyes towards the
juvenile Old Navy commercial prancing about the television screen. It lured her into vegetating on the couch
for a little while to consume the driveling lore radiating around the room and into her mind. But it was unthinkable to get up. The only exception was her succumbing to temptation by purchasing Old Navy clothes
over the Internet after watching the commercial at least five times.
At last it was 5:00 and time to get ready for dinner. She bathed and donned a casual maternity dress so
as not to displease her mother, who held simplicity next to godliness and compelled her to dress modestly,
urb·icb often translated into a fashion fanx pas Bnt Mari a ,xras acc11 storned to it and never tri ed too stron gly ta
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stray from her mother s good graces.
Her mother came to pick her up at 6:00 so that Maria wouldn't have to stuff herself behind the wheel.
The ride was quiet and uneventful. The haze of the afternoon had drifted off into the sky, and now the evening
was cricket-filled and illumined with fireflies. They soon reached the house, which was full of the aroma of
roast and potatoes, and when Maria sat at table, a hearty meal was set before her. So far, an enjoyable time.
"Mom, why did you invite me here tonight?" Maria asked curiously as she helped herself to some
green beans.
"Well. . .I have some news." Her mother was always blunt. "I don't know whether or not you'll be
pleased to hear it." She poured the gravy until it formed a pool around her potatoes.
Maria could not wait. "What is it?" she asked eagerly. "Tell me now!"
Liz sighed and set down her fork. "Do you remember when Uncle Ted died a few years ago? And we
had that whole to-do with his will?"
"Yes," Mana recalled thoughtfully. "He had no wife or kids, so we all got some stuff. I think my set of
silver is from that will. Why?"
Liz cleared her throat. "I don't know if I ever told you this, but there was a certain amount of money
for which Ted d1dn 't account. That 1s, we couldn't find m the will what he wanted done with the money. It
wasn't much, but since then, I've invested it, and it's ... grown. Exponentially."
Her mother, rich? A woman who had scorned money from the day she was born? She shook it off.
"Okay. What about it?"
" I got a phone call yesterday from your cousin Rosalyn. She said she had been going through some
old papers of Ted' and came across an old, official-lookmg document."
"It was the rest of the will, wasn't it?"
Liz nodded gravely. "Indeed. As it turns out" she said as she rose to get more com, "he left the money
to you."
Maria was appalled to find her body still in the chair - her spirits were rising to inconceivable heights.
A great feeling of elation came over her, and her voice was as numb as winter fingertips, and her brain ceased
functioning.
"There's one stipulation, though," Liz interjected immediately, still in her monotone voice. She sat
down again. "There was a clause attached to it: if Maria was to have a child, then all of the money would be
funneled towards the child's college education and future investments for the child." A small smile formed.
"It'll be nice to know my granddaughter's being taken care of."
Maria left her realm of sublimity and sank into the deepest pits of rage. She felt as if she bore no
existence, and every nerve in her body tingled until she was surrounded by a sense of electric shock.
When she mustered enough energy to speak, she declared quietly, "I think I'll take a taxi home."
The next morning, Maria rose as she always did. The coffee was still made and drunk with satisfaction. The sun still sang through the kitchen windows. Bach still flooded the living room. But as Maria again
passed by the picture of Mount Vesuvius something flickered on inside of her, and a sense of sheer pleasure
and carefreeness overwhelmed her. She glanced in the mirror and noticed that her cheeks were glowing after
having been pale and sagging these many weeks. Immediately, she tramped to the hall closet to fetch her
rollerblades, and, grabbing her purse on the way, she headed outside.
It was a blessing that the Wal-Mart was only a few blocks down, for she was beginning to think that it
was not wise for a severely pregnant woman to race down the sidewalks on dangerous wheels. Still, with
zealous fervor she weaved her way through the droves of wandering citizens, all the while managing to stay
on two feet. The wind whipped her face as she fled.
The elderly Wal-Mart greeter could not stop her as she flew past him into the store. She knew exactly
where she would go first- the glassware section.
What fun! What freedom! What exhilaration! She stopped at a section of glass plates that were on
display. Each was delicately crafted with engravings of maple leaves and berries, and all of them were made in
China. She picked one up, looked down the aisle and saw a little boy gaping at her, then fingered the plate
carefully, feeling the grooves of its forms.
Then she dropped it.

And she threw down all of them, every last one, unbl she wiped out the whole row. She skated down the aisle,
bringing down as many items as she could. She heard shouting and screaming and saw frantic legs leaping out
of the way, but of all it was as a dream, and she was on her own plane acting out her own dream. If anyone
tried to trip her, she cunningly dodged them and continued on. Shampoo, toys, desk lamps, jumper cables almost nothing was left untouched. She felt as though she could make the store explode if she wanted to; here
it all was, being crumpled at her fingertips. The Great Urge was being lived out. This Wal-Mart would soon be
declared a national disaster area.
The police arrived too soon. As they dragged her away, amidst gawking crowds and hapless products,
one of them shouted, "Good God, lady, what on earth got into you?"
Her anger had turned into great fear. "It consumed me, it consumed me," she mumbled. "I never saw
it coming. It consumed me."
In a small apartment in Queens, New York, twenty-five years later, Ruthie called her children in for
dinner. One by one_, they came in from the cold and proceeded systematically with removmg hats and coats.
Ruthie dearly loved each of them, all of whom she had adopted - a Guatemalan, an African, a Japanese, a
Mexican, and an Indonesian. Her life was consumed by spending time with them and giving them all of the
pleasures she never had as a child. She had never known poverty, but wealth, she decided, was only worth
something if it benefited as many people as it could.
Her husband had not yet returned home. She set the table as the children warmed themselves around
the fire. Gracing the floor was a round rug of different shades of purple and red, and a cozy sofa and two
armchairs overlooked the setting. The walls were sparsely decorated, except for one simple item. Hanging
inh·iguingly over the sofa was a picture of erupting Mount Vesuvius, bordered in a wooden frame, welcoming
all who entered the humble home.

Johnson

Blood of the willow ash
Weep ing stilled
Forever haunting
Untitled
To night l lost labor's license
in the sacchrine embrace
(between my lips),
the broken kiss upon a
starry body ,, here my
dawn's digils danced.
Day brought poison to the pleasure
I traced m the arch of
Faith's fickle back,
:rnd the sun only singed
what skin I had not shed.
Sinful sibyl Oee,
thal I may reclaim
Call iope.
-Scott Baker

The fo rest devoid
OJ the Faeries
Freq uenting no longer
Th is soulless wood
An auger of decay
On ce amative
Shining now th e amourosis
Blood of the willow ash
Drawn out
Sifted fo r after thoughts
The little foxes

-Natalie Lodico
thre e days later- than the rain
com e ov er here, someone 's freckled daughter
what is you opinion of the California poppy
that its beaming face follows the sun 's arc
folds its four petals at the first whisper of chill evening?
come, swing with me, we'll hum hope into the air between us
tell me why you had the audacity to lick the diamond dew from the leaves that morning?
I will catch each intonation with my careful butterfly net.
come over here, wait one full moment before you smile, and sighyour sigh hints at the triumph of water over sand.
we will twist our toes around blades of grass together
as long as the afternoon floats us on we 'll long for God together
until your favorite shade of twilight
becomes for us the intimation of delight
Heidi Schuler

oke that morning like dewy children;
who spent the night under a mossy canopy,
et canopy embellished with doting vines.
tale kids with firefly eyes, glittering and flickering and blinking.
asked me what cartoons I used to watch on aturday mornings.)
. oke that morning filled with more wonder than scoff
1ve slowly, happily arose from the forest's tender floor.
oke like newly-made pearls budding from a mussel's tongue.
embered gluey fingers slimed to macaroni, squeaky bathtub toys.)
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oke and renounced our habit for coffee, for bitterness in general;
and knelt beside a sparkly pool where we drank water instead.
ied to sing that nursery rhyme but you forgot the words.)

oke and were a little delirious .
.......::.-.--re, I think, a little blossomy
lot like sleepyhead cherubs enchanted by a peaceful night.
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Distant Clamor
By Chris Kornman

Distant clamorclad in indigo,
her bullet stoppers
shoulder the burden
blowing
death darts down
their throats.

Shecontent
to slip her
pampered pride
inside a smile
of starry white,
her red-robed rabble
revels in complacency.
A Breath Held

Across infinitude
the brunt of brutality
is born
by blue buttons.

Blame buries
the mudied masses
in boot tread marks.
but blame
is crimson,
like the flood
of footsteps
accross infinitude.

A breath held
At the sight of a woman.
Ear bombarded by a sensual resonance.
The perverted scent of flowery lust
Pervades the air.
Eye mar~uded
By the unauthorized knowledge.
Mouth flooded with salt, and the cheap intoxication
Used to gain intoxication of the highest value.
A breath expelled in dichotic disgust and selfloathing.
My breath held
At the sight of a woman.
My ears dancing to the chiming tones of her holy passion.
Pleasing aroma elates my soul.
My eyes enraptured by the beauty that is hers
That is mine.
My hands jubilant to embrace her,
Who is mine.
My mouth engulfed in wine and bread;
Also this second communion.
Breath expelled
In the fulfillment of one.
-Braden Morris

Shadows of the Past
by Jon Krueger
To begin, his family was gone. The father and mother had spent a late night at the Dumbreck's house
during a winter celebration. Upon consideration of the long ride home he had been forewarned of the likelihood that they would be absent. The Dumbreck's held extravagant parties from early afternoon until ungodly
hours of the evening. o resident of the town was able to resist an invitation to the Dumbreck's home, for
only the best was served. Aged burgundy wmes from French cellars always traveled great miles to be present,
along with the finest meats from southern Italy. The feast included stewed chickpeas with chicken, yellow
rice, roasted root vegetables, and a simple apple-almond tart. Truly this was a European feast; strangely held
by a local banker, who other than his dinner parties seemed to hold no fame or fortune .
Dumbrek, a family Scottish name was filled with ancient history. The family rest contained four
signs the Wolf, the SyVord, the Hand, and the Boar. The Wolf described the hard and determined family
nature, the Sword a weapon fit to bring judgment and justice to people, the Uand a pledge of loyalty and
perseverance, and the Boar, which is attributed courage, fertility, and bravery.
It was quite usual for the boy to wake alone without his parents. Except, today there was a different,
and the silence within his house was unsettling. Today was the winter solstice, and along with this beheld the
darkest day of the year. Light was a precious commod1 ty today, and unfortunately the lo t hours of past weeks
could not be redeemed to make the day any better. Morning breakfast would also be bleak, only bland foods
were to be found around the house. Turnips, broccoli, spinach were the lone vegetable able to be stored
because of their late harvest dates. Gathering of such vegetables occurred in the middle of eptember and
even possibly into October. But, the season for growth was gone. Winter's approach decidedly wasn't even
close to its finality. Spring was farther away than ever before.
Grey trunks swayed and twisted in the breeze, moaning of the season's torment upon their brittle
stems. Walking slowly the figure left the house, a vague shadow of a book was m his hand. hade filled the
little path, which had strung itself also across the main road; but still the light was more absent on his trail
than the others. A group of birds chattered, but quickly took flight. Their escape was not because of the
approaching boy, but something else. A Rook was the last bird seen; it flew across the tops of the trees
regaining its proper balance, fearing some unknown gloom.
If darkness is the absence oflight, then what is the absence of darkness? It is not light it's something
else. It results ln neutral images projected, which could only be simply descnbed as drab. Light was only
allowed to show white, grays, and black in these parts. Color, life, and hope were ultimately absent.
On foot he continued endlessly, tree stumps surrounded the boy. Even if it were summer, a person
would only be able to tell a difference from winter by the slight warmth from the sun, for the landscape never
changed here. No animals could be heard; even the bird's chirps were gone. To the boy this seemed to be a
set up; the trees were so specifically arranged in such a casual pattern that he would never know how to return
the same way he had come. Some people had wandered around in this forest, always resulting with the person
getting lost, turning around and slowly but surely find one's way home.
Further in, ice covered the ground proclaiming the desire for solitude. This forest wanted to be alone,
and it promised to hide the curse of death. For many years the forest succeeded, rarely did anyone have a
death wish and with enough prompting people typically avoided this wooded area. But as unusual as it may
seem the boy came here for one thing, to die.
Finally the pale skinned boy approached the innermost tree. After much wandering through briars and
bushes, time had inescapably past and the sun was about to set. With no rose in his cheeks and hair so lifeless,
words could not describe his absence of expression. Before him lay a door, just a simple door that lacked a
window, a lock, or a peephole. Just door and handle. This door was not only in the tree but made right from
the same wood. It was plain, too plain, too strange to resist curiosity's grasp.
December 19'\ a full moon of Gemini. Standing, facing the tree, the moon now lit the forest floor and the
book was final1y brought forth. A candle's burning light was seen through the cracks in the door. Light
thrown into the night lay upon the book. Its identity finally revealed, a biography of Scott Cunningham. The
leather cover was careful1y made and an inscription on the inside of the front cover read, "When you follow

your bliss, doors will open where you would not have thought there would be doors; and where there wouldn't
be a door for anyone else." The boy was silent and then replied out loud to the night, "Scott, I find it funny
hat within your knowledge was truth yet you never had the chance to truly grasp it."
A simple act closed that evening's activity. The book was set down, the handle was turned, and the
door was opened. Inside dark glass jars of amber, emerald, and cobalt were sitting on a lone table. No clear
jars in sight because they would have been kept in a dark cupboard. A chair sat next to the table and feelings
of humanity crept under his skin. "How many times had people sat in this chair?" he wondered. He blinked
and abruptly knew he was not alone. Taking his place, the chair creaked as his body's weight voluntarily
pressed down upon it. He breathed, closed his eyes, and died.
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ABrief Scottish Air

Bath Time
The only thing
More dreaded than bathtime is
Time to get out.
I want to stay in.
You are clean.
o I'm not, I need
More soap, more bubblesI will get them.
Five more splashing minutes
And it's finally time.
She stands up, and·the
Tepid water drips off her
Pruny skin. Goose bumps accompany
A quick shiver.
I'm cold.
See, I told you,
As you drape a warm towel around
Her wet shoulders.

It Is the season of the fallLeaf cover drops decorously
Upon the soaking, slumberous earth.
The cornfields call for harvest.

And In the hills I walk abroad.
My homely comforts left behind.
Sleeping, my brother·s mouths are paleSlivers of death before their time.
Late rainfall washes down In streams.
The rockbed luminous In the grass.
I watch the walled borderland.
The hills obscured In mist.
Here the highland has no shadowBut In the valley's silence stand
The mossy stones. my sentinels
Between which shadows pass.

-Tyler Grisham

-Evan Donavan

Cook
Sticky potato hands reach for the potholders Reluctance regarding the onions makes your eyes swell-

This fr long and difficult, weansome and tiring;
My thoughts swim around like trapped goldfish.
Rosemary finds her leisure on the lamb Smoke ignites the fan You hear Aunt Collyn discharging orders for the vegetables -

All sounds echo off my ears and swarm around my bot!J,
Lke brick walls compressing a blazing light.
Hair wound back tightly cannot retain those emancipated wisps Determined eyes make quick work of the countertop Deft feet squeak about the floor and kick residual flour -

Is that a pleasing aroma passing beneath my nose?
At last, a respite.
And tl1e winter trees framing the setting January sun
Generate upturned lips.

-Larua Kaufmann

Turn Around
Now- forgotten child with sunset hair,
Laughs dancing on your elfin face,
Innocence in your curious stare.
Running through tall grass, tiny feet bare,
In your own small world, sporadic paceNow- forgotten child with sunset hair.
Fixed smile on freckled face you wear
Sparkles no nightmare could eraseInnocence in your curious stare.
Dancing care lessly in the sun's glare, chasing butterflies with wings of lace,
Now- forgotten child with sunset hair.
Fell down again, Mom mends grass-stained tear.
You climb back up, with your awkward grace,
Innocence in your curious stare.
Too quickly, you became aware,
Suddenly your life became a race,
Now- forgotten child with sunset hair,
Innocence in your curious stare.
-Elizabeth Leight
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T il e Wood
I here 1s a long Inst ,, ood I' 111 told.
·1 his 1111ghl) copse n secret holds.
l\vn I()\ crs "a11tlern1g one evening late.
Came 11pon their

J:!l"IC\'OUS

i'ntc

\Vhilc hnnd 1n h:rnd !hey \\';1lkecl their course,
There came the !->Ound nr 111;-iny horse
From thl' trees the bngands came.
13r111g111g S\\'OJd and eluh. bn\\ and !lame
"Release ynm ).!n!d and lend ynu "lie,
Ci1,-c 110 quari-cl. anti 1-;eep ynur " ·1lc ··
I he young man\ \\"nrd came 111 return.
"lnuch my w1k ,111tl you'll kel hell burn

i\ly l.!nlcl anti \\ealih I lreely g1\'L',
l~ut nnne -.h,ill .;;pnil my \\lk ,rnd IJ,·e"
0

'I he head th11.'l slrucl-; the man In the che!->l,
nd boldly tleelaretl this to the rest.
'"l l Is O\\ 11 l:llL he h;is proel;i1111ed.

1\ hell1..;h de.1th 1s what he named."
I hey used lw, wI i'l' ,111tl his money took.
/\ncl while she ci1nl they 111,Hle h1111 look.
Ion tree the e111hrac1ng pair was hound,
/\nd a mass nrk1mllin):! \\tlS lound.
·1 hl' \\'noel !he l11ie,-cs did 1gn1tc.
/\nd soon the lire 111 the night.
/\Ii hough they \\L'rc eonsumed 111 ll<1mc.
[ he (\VO lovers felt no pnIn.
l 3ccause of true love's sucredncss,
This act hrnught drastic consequence
/\t the moment or the lo\'crs' dcnth,
·1 he tlrn:"cs cl1d tlr:m their linnl breath
ll y the tree!-> their bodies lny.
l'licn.: they lie unto this day.
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In the wood there 1s a glndc.
Where many skeletons arc laid.
/\ncl amnng them a pair lies.
Stc1r111g in ec1ch other's eyes.
Und1stui-l1ccl they lny there still;
None hnvc l'ouncl lhc111. and none will.
On lrne love this p<1ir relied,
Now in the long lost woocl they hicle.
-f3rndcn Morns

Elissa Mather "Neither"
Heidi Schuler

brj f Man if
cnou - th;,it I thm ght it go d to r , 111c11All oCthis talk about the purpose of :in can be
bcr that art an be fun. Horace ·s "ULil' Juice·· c:in appl) . .la ·011 1itchell m:ikcs c\C 'lknt point ·
about "LhC\\3) thing- arc" in hi ", Cere,11 ~enal," anJ ,,c ,,ill Lrn~h anJ undL'rStJnJ th:.it orncho,, his humor get · right at tht: h ':lrt of,, Jut· going on . 1\11d I do think th.t ,, c ha, e to l,wgh
\\ 1th ourtnc 1 Withington a - h' bemoans her rok a · "The f-r '·hm:111 I - Queen" . 1) point here
is that an i op n to Chri tian : ,, .ir' re trictcJ onl) b_ or 1m,111d - r lo, c .111J punt_ . f fer·· a
little bit of "good Chri ti:in fun ...
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------------------------------------A Cereal Serial
By Jason Mitchell

Episode # 1
If you are anything like me, when you plucked this box of cereal off the shelf you made a mad dash for the
front of the store. ot that it mattered . It seems I am always in the end of the line, no matter how fast I dash.
When I got there, I could only stand in awe as several hovering questions searched for a landing strip inside
my head . Why do I let my shopping cart push me around? Did my wife tell me to get eggs or butter? Did I get
either? Why can ' t they put dairy products at the checkout line instead of candy bars (you never forget candy
bars)? And WHAT IS THE POINT OF 9 CHECKOUT LINES WHEN ONLY ONE IS EVER OPEN?
But I was calm . I was not going to lose my cool in front of a lady. Who had 3 heads of every known and
unknown kind of green leafy hoax ("Frank, we have dandelions growing in our garden. Instead of weeding
them, let 's just sell them for $10 .00 a pound") in her shopping cart. Except the nicely packaged iceberg lettuce
which comes with the handy UP symbol required for price scanning. No, I was going to lose my cool behind
her. Because that's where I was at the moment. And I was going to be stuck behind her for a while if she
didn't soon stop piling up unpriced foliage onto the conveyor belt next to me.
Of cour e the lone cashier did not know how to ring them up. But strangely she did know how to use the
phone to call another employee. Thi employee strangely did know how to handle the situation, which I
assume is why she was not working at another register at the moment. But, problem solved, we move on.
Sixty-three dollars for the vegetation and a few packs of cigarettes. Her pet rabbit smoked, apparently. Time to
pay, lady. She reached into her purse and pulled out a check. Already filled out. A paycheck. She wanted to
cash her check and get change too, while she was at it. That is simply not nice. You see, I had already been to
the bank. Waited in a line there, too . Why couldn ' t the lady have done the same, like a good citizen should?
Why couldn ' t she wait in bank lines like everybody else? But most importantly, why didn't I think of cashing
my check here?
The lone cashier did not know how to do this procedure either, of course. But wouldn't you know it, the other
employee (the one who knows how to ring up verdant flora edibles, the one who was NOT ringing up my
groceries in an adjacent aisle right now) also knew how to cash checks. Two phone calls for one customer tied the store 's all-time record. But finally she paid, and my bunch of bananas, my one box of cereal and my
one gallon of milk patiently approached the scanner.
Episode #2
As my three items patiently approached the scanner and as my patience ran faster and faster thin, I asked
myself why a gallon of skim milk was accompanying my cereal and bananas on their trip to the paper bag.
Skim milk, though fat free, is fat free. What I mean is, fat free milk is inherently unnatural. Like sun-dried
watermelon. Like hot dogs eaten cold. Like okra in any form, but especially in stews where it mysteriously
takes on the texture of dog saliva with stray dog hairs thoughtfully added. Skim milk is simply unnatural.
Let me use a novel analogy. Milk is like a John Grisham novel. Good to the last drop. Once you get a taste
you just can ' t put it down. Strengthens sitting-in-recliner-and-eating-cookies bones. Puts a moustache on your
face and hair on your chest. You get the point. Milk is like a John Grisham novel. And what do you do with a
John Grisham novel? Do you skim it? Do you read only 1 or 2% of it? No. You read the whole thing. My
point: good milk is like good Grisham writing, it has to be whole for you to get the maximum benefit and
enjoyment.
Now some say whole milk is fattening. And truth be told, it is. In fact, it could easily double as a second coat
of white paint on the siding of your Arkansas farmhouse. But thick is better than thin, I think. Who wants to
put translucent white liquid on their cereal in the morning? I never did understand why they put white food
coloring in the water. It never did fool anyone. I knew it was water with a "skim milk" label on it from the day
I turned 4 years old. Nowadays they are a bit trickier in order to fool the observant 4-year-olds. They put the
"skim milk" in opaque containers. "So that the light doesn't hurt the vitamins," they claim. No, they simply
are trying to better hide the fact that their "skim milk" is nothing more than white-colored water. Can't you get
arrested for marketing like that? Am I the only one who has noticed this?
But wait, my milk and cereal and bananas are in a paper bag waiting for me. Patiently. As are the people

------------------------------------behind me. And the lone cashier. Yes, this is the part where I am supposed to hand the lone cashier the money.
If I had only put the cash from my bank line check in my wallet, I would have gladly given her the money.
But I had missed my cue. o money in my wallet, no credit card, no check, not even a paycheck. That's okay.
I'll just go wait in another line in a convenience store. After I go home and pick up my cash . Maybe I can ask
my wife, while I'm at it, if she wanted me to buy butter or eggs . o that I can forget them both again.

Episode #3
So I did go home, picked up some cash and then proceeded to head for the nearest convenience store. I find it
strange that the nearest convenience store is farther from my hou e than the supermarket. But no matter. If 1t 1s
a convenience store, it must be more convenient. Otherwise it would be false advertising, right? In any event,
I feel more comfortable shopping at a convemence store. It 's not just the homey touches of litter at the front
door or the newspaper waiting there as I enter. o, it 's more . It's those little things. Like having the five basic
food groups all ii) one aisle: soda, chips, Easy Mac, beef jerky and Twinkies . Like the fact that the drinks are
kept cold. Like personal pizzas for lunch breaks. Like Krispy Kreme . Like the dairy products that are only two
steps away from the checkout so that when you forget eggs or butter or both for the second time in one day,
you 're okay.
All that and you know everything is fresh . Well, the produce, perhaps not. But I can go without bananas for a
few days. I get enough fruit from my Pop Tarts in the morning. Eggs are fresh , though. They have the expiration date on them and everything. Sometimes you have to reach back a row or two to make sure they are fresh
but you'll find them. I have some trouble understanding what the printed date on them is really for. The day to
eat them? The day to buy them? The day to throw them away? The day they hatch? I don ' t know. But just to
be safe, I make sure to pick the one with the earliest date and I know I' m set. July ? o, that 1s tomorrow.
July 6? That was only yesterday. June 27 1h? Wow, that was two weeks ago . Why has no one picked up these
yet? They were put in here before all the other eggs. They where here first. First means freshest. Yes, I'll get
them.
I use the same system on the milk. I open the door and start checking those dates. The convenience store I
went to today guaranteed to carry the freshest milk in town. What does that mean? That they have their cows
out back? Thats a good one, I chuckle to myself. Then I open the door. It moos. I kid you not. A genuine cow
moo emitted when I open the door to the milk.
This was too much. Way too much. The connection between the cow and milk is a funny joke, yes, but I'm
serious now. I never want to think about cows when I buy my milk. Milk doesn 't come from cows. It comes
from supermarkets with long lines and it comes from convenience stores with beef jerky. Milk does not moo. I
like my milk fresh, to be sure. But not that fresh. Not that fresh at all. Hearing moos while picking out my
gallon does not send tasty thoughts through my head. I've tasted milk before, many times. I've seen cows
before, at my uncle's farm in New Jersey, several times. Both are wonderful sense experiences. However,
combining them is simply nightmarish. To think that I drink something that comes from an animal. To think
that I drink something that other baby cows drink. To think that I had not thought of this before. It is just
weird, I tell you. I do not drink mooing milk.
Then I consider my options. Powdered milk. That is not an option . Condensed milk. Too much like baby
formula. Dry cereal. Unthinkable. Where's the refreshing, wet, cool whiteness when you need it? In milk. Yes,
I bought the milk. Milk is good. Milk is tasty. Milk is healthy. But please, no more mooing milk.
Episode #4
They say milk strengthens your bones. They also say this includes your teeth. However, I'm not
certain of this. I've never been fond of the idea of losing bones. No matter how much they say the "bone
fairy" would deposit under your pillow. No, I think teeth are fairly unique. Personally, I am ready to do just
about anything to keep mine in tip-top shape. Drinking milk is a no-brainer. Brushing is tolerable and an easy
habit. But floss. A personal confession: I honestly cannot remember the last time I flossed my teeth. Of course,
I can't remember the last time I went to the restroom either, and I'm not too worried that I have neglected that
exercise in hygiene. Seriously, though, I don't floss. It's just too much of a hassle. Too costly. Too wasteful of
time and effort. Which is why I was fascinated by an advertisement I read the other day concerning revolutionary advancements in fl ossing. It has made me reconsider my laxity in flossing:

-------------------------------------

Don't ever floss? Think you should? Think you would if there were a newer, better way? Here's the
answer you have long been awaiting. The revolutiona,y advancement in the field offlossing. The panacea of
all your flossing woes. THE ONE, THE ONLY ...
Rental Floss.
I know, I know, it sounds gross at first. But think about the money you 'LL be saving. I mean you don't
have to pay $1.00for a two-pack eve1J1 month (you do - right?). Instead you could rent your floss, and for
only a penny a day. Do the mat/,: $12.00 - $3. 66 = your grand total savings of $8.34 a year. That will be
enough to buy you two gallons ofgas this winter: It may seem small, but over time it will add up. In just over
2,308 years you could buy a brand 11ew SUV with all the money you have been saving. JUST THINK: AN SUV
JUST BECAUSE YOU RENTED YOUR FLOSS INSTEAD OF BUYING IT And you might have enough left
over to Jill it with gas once. But tl,at is not the 011/y reason to rent your floss.
Seco11d of all is the time facto,~ How many minutes do you spend choosing your flavor of dental floss?
J.;/int or cinnamon, waxed or 11011, bubble gum or Latex gloves? Five, ten, maybe twenty minutes a month? If
you spend 20 minutes a month 011 this frivolous activity, after you have lived your average lifetime ofseventy
years you wil I have wasted approximately 11. 666666667 days ofyour life picking out awful-tastingflavored
string. Why go through the meaningless torture? Why put yourself through painful decisions and waste a week
ofyour life in the process? When you could instead so easily rent your floss where flavor is not an issue after
tl,e tl,ird user anyway. It al I tastes like bubble gum, except without tl,at nasty bubble flavor. Save yourself the
hassle.
Lastly, but definitely not the least important reason to rent your floss is purely environmental. How
many trees do you think could be saved iffloss were recycled? Ten,Jifty? Would you believe that no fewer than
J6. ./ billion trees could be saved per day? Well firs/ of all I do not think floss is made out of trees, but, if it
were, you see the damage we would be doing to the environment if we bought our floss. You see, there is no
choice. Floss mus£ be rented so it can be recycled and save our earth. Furthermore, the floss would be made
from one of two raw materials. Fishing line. Or celery. Raw. The fishing line would not be made, of course.
Instead it would be salvaged from the depths of the ocean. This serves two purposes. Cheaper costs for
customers. Safer swims for dolphins.
As you can see, this would be a breakthrough in hygienic arenas yet to be explored. However, I need
your suppon to start advertising. The question comes down to: will you be the first to t,y rental floss or will
you be the second? Or will you be the last? So hurry up and call to request your free sample of rental floss.
My dog already tried it, and it works great. Number is 1-800-RENTALF ext. LOSS.

Yes, this ad did give me pause to reconsider flossing. Forget it. Milk's enough for me. Milk. Does the body
good. Teeth too.

Coffee Bean
by Jason Mitchell
I'm glad I'm not a coffee bean ,
Hazelnut, raspberry, mocha.
I'd be so soused with pure caffeine
I think I'd start to choke-uh.
And in the morn when all is st ill ,
I'd wake up to the sound
Of a whirring, purring coffee mill
In which I would be ground .
But, if th is all would happen thus ,
I would not go berserk.
Instead of making such a fuss
I'd just enjoy the perks.

On the lookout

We were the up and coming bread winners
upon which man cannot live alone
but die as we did
amidst rain
clouds, saints, and foggy afternoons
stirring bottomless buckets of paint;
life was all in a day's work:
walking in faith
among the holy ghosts
haunting the castle, always
on the lookout

for a stray gaze
or a bright son's rays
to illumine the counterculture in the clouds.
-Vincent Howard

An Idyllic Idea
An idyllic idea, presented in words,
Percolates profoundly inside
My pubescent intellect.
It gradually grows in grandeur, spreading across the thermosphere of thoughtA pulsating panorama of mental pastels
Producing sensation, cerebral sunsetAesthetically satisfying, an idyllic idea.
-Wes Vander Lugt

5-8
Puzzled over a book
Of Children ' s Poetry
I first ask my mom who
Is this Anonymous?
Watching E . T . with mixed
Feelings of love and fear
At the end I go sob
In the back room because
He left Elliot , and us .
Playing on my front step
I guess how far away
Must be that sidewalk where
My husband rides his bike .
Looking hard at the Guest
Bathroom mirror , I wonder,
"Will I be pretty? u
Then resolve to get back
To myself about it
When I turn 15
At which age I would know.
-Angela Childers

Zion
A body is a fortress
And the river's running wild
The wilds are all coming
To claim their civil child
The earth and worm rise up and cry
All dust to death is bound to die
Life will spring up sometimes
Before their angry hue

A body is a river
That flows into the sea,
The streams and brooks
Come and add to its humanity
They all seek the oceans and they all seek the sea,
The cataracts and shadows deep cry out find your soul in me.
For the water is a living, the waters in the sea
Well I an1 just stranger and I'm just passing through
I am just poor boy who drinks the morning dew
The crows they bring my daily bread
The rocks they rest my tired head
But, Through the Lilies I am wed,
Beyond the earth and worm that cry
Across the rivers shores and bed
I am called to walk the sky.
When the lilies rest beside my head
Well I am just a poor boy who drinks the morning dew
And I am just a stranger and who is a passin' through.
by
Nathan Hall

The Freshm an 15 Queen
Bed springs lodged into my back,
I brush away the sleep I lack
From waking up at three o'clock
To the fire alarn1- what a shock.
My eyelids labor all in vain
Against fluorescent lights, their bane.
I get primped up, though no one cares
And stumble down ten flights of stairs .
This day just isn't good at all
Until I enter the Great Hall.
I slide my card through the machine.
Oh, I can't hold off the freshman 15 !
I only meant to get some fruit,
But I took a disash·ous route.
The breakfast bar entrapped my eye.
There was bacon, grits, and quiche pie.
In the air their scent still lingers.
Give me all the French toast fingers.
Oh, the pastries! And oh, the toast!
And yes, the biscuits that I love most!
In campus life, I may be green,
But must I fall to the freshman 15?
After breakfast, I have to run
So I can get to Sanderson
In time to sign in on the sheet
For my hall mates, or I'm dead meat.
I come to chapel all too late
Making my absence total eight.
I then go back to Carter Hall
To climb the stairs five stories tall.
In my dorm I collapse in bed
To rest but break a spring instead.
It must be catching up unseenOh, the beastly freshman 15 !
Ifl can't catch a wink of sleep,
I'll just masticate like a sheep.
I lmow where I can get a mess
Oflunch in all its scrumptiousnessOf sweet potatoes served with ham,
Cake and ice cream, and rolls with jam.
For seconds, there's a sandwich line
With yet more food for which I pine.
I get my turkey extra lean,
But that still won't stop the freshman 15 !
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I have to get this or I'll fail!
But for now, I'll check my e-mail.
ever mind that- OK, I lied.
All computers are occupied.
The wait for laundry is much shorter,
But of course I'm short one quarter.
My suffering is very keen,
But comfort leads to the freshman 15!
Dinner at last, and none too soon!
Pork just puts me over the moon.
Fried Okra also hits the spot,
And gravy over all I've got.
That pizza's looking really good.
I'd like to take more ifl could.
My plate can't hold another piece,
But I'll be back once more at least.
I'll be bringing this plate back clean,
'Cause I just can't stop the freshman 15!
-Courtney Withington

Photo by Brae Howard
*Winner of the photography division of
the Covenant Creative Arts Contest*

Ink that dries
n,1;ght be Skies

Clouds Without humidity
:Al tJeff
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I was envel oped in the twilight effervescence of the shadowy river.
She glides along soft and shallow
Distilled twilight.
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'While my wings carry me away ...

Awa y
-Nathan Hall
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There is a place far from the sun
A place I sit and bite my thumb
Together with the mighty men
Who lick their lips and count to ten
And then they say "well I guess 'tis time"
nd then get up and sing in Rhyme
I sit a and ponder why this is
That these hug men shou ld dismiss
Their mighty fists and
n<l dress like tinker bell and s ing
- atalie Lodico

All)ne
I lurk
in the eye's corner
skulking an ., iously out or sight.
UnhcarJ.
a shado\,·11 haunts these halls
invisihlc as light.
Solitarily.
I \\·atch
anJ frorn \ ·ision's edge arn seen.
hut exist C\'Cr clusi\'c
;,is a \Vistful rnight-havc-bccn.
Elshcth Barnett

Every last dream of the final ridiculous man let him fall past the pillars of rotten time
Forgotten among the boned hordes he lay exposed to the vulture and his kin
Unlike the sun he danced with shadows along the golden rock
Stepping

and

Iifti ng

Iife

further

down

the

va Iley

Protrusions of gnarled laughter did not hesitate to keep him
Among the boned hordes he reeled above the caverns' ceiling
Len ding and stepping a hand to an ankle the motions of a dust-statue shot through with
m
o
o
n
I
g
h
t
Bones

f i na ll y

pull e d

him

to

where

the

vultures

ro t

-Alex Neff
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Timothy and the ea Monster

A long time ago, in the land of Illiana, there lived a king by the name of colt. Ile was a good kmg,
and he ruled many years before trouble came to the kingdom .
One morning, a fisherman came to the castle, which was located in the city of Ma ada. He asked for
an audience with the king and reported a strange sighting.
"I was fishing late last night on the Great ea when a beast loomed out of the water. Its scale were as
orange as the setting sun and its eyes bright as flame. It stared at me and a ghastly expression appeared on its
face-it appeared to be smiling. Then the creature di appeared beneath the waves once more."
This sent King Scott into great distress. His langdom was threatened and he knew not what to do . He
called together the lords of the surrounding towns and ought their advice. They had none , but the lord of
Moriah brought grave news.
"This b·east," he said "was spotted near our shores Ju t two mghts past. My only daughter, Elfrieda,
has not been seen since. I fear that she was captured by the ea on ter."
'I shall send out my best knights to slay the mon ter and rescue thy daughter," cott declared .
"But what shall be the reward?" Craig, the lord of ina1 asked .
"Dost thou only think of wealth?" the lord of Galilee a,d scornfully.
"Please," Scott intervened "do not bicker among thysel es. It serves no purpo e."
"The man that rescues my daughter," the lord of Monah proclaimed," hall ha e her hand in marriage." All in the kingdom coveted the hand of Elfneda, for he was the mo t beautiful woman in the land.
King Scott sent messengers to every town in Ill 1ana, and many men went to rescue Elfrieda, but none
ever returned. Then one day, a young man by the name of Timothy heard of the ea Monster and the reward
for rescuing Elfrieda. He decided to go to Massada and tell King colt that he would slay the beast, for he
could not bear the thought of Illiana being plagued by 1t any longer. Of course, he also wished to marry
Elfrieda, for she was indeed beautiful, and brave as well. He had heard of some of her adventure . Elfrieda
was a woman to be respected. So Timothy left his home in Galilee and sought an audience with the king.
"Who art thou and from whence does thou hail?" Scott asked as Timothy knelt before him .
"I am Timothy of Galilee Sire," he replied, "and I wish to slay the Sea Monster and rescue Elfrieda. I
came to seek thy blessing."
The lord of Galilee, Sir David, happened to be with the king that day. When he heard Timothy, he
laughed. "Thou art but a peasant boy!"
"Was it not a peasant boy who slew the giant Goliath, my lord?" Timothy replied respectfully. Sir
David scowled.
"Son, dost thou realize that many brave warriors have tried to slay the monster, and none have returned?"
"I do, Sire, but I cannot see my country terrorized by the Sea Monster any longer. I must try to slay
it."
Unwilling that one so young should risk his life, Scott turned to ir David. "Wilt thou not go and slay
the beast?" he asked.
"I have told thee before, and I shall say it again- though God Himself shall smite me, I will not go."
At this, the king grew angry. "Then may He smite thee for thy cowardice!" he exclaimed. Turning to
Timothy, he said, "Go, Timothy, and may God go with thee."
Timothy left the castle and made his way through the forest that stood between Massada and the Great
Sea. He carried with him nothing but his hatchet and a haversack of food. As he was walking down the path, a
strange darkness came over the woods. Timothy had no explanation for this phenomenon, because it was the
middle of the day. He kept walking, but soon lost his way.
Timothy soon came across a rickety old bridge. He was about to cross when someone jumped out
from behind a tree. Expecting a troll, Timothy drew his trusty hatchet from his belt. As the person emerged
from the shadows, he saw that it was not a troll, but the Godfather. The Godfather is the guardian of all the
good-deed doers in Illiana.
"What dost thou want?" Timothy asked cautiously.
"Thou goest to slay the Sea Monster," the Godfather declared, "but if thou are to be successful, its
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weaknesses must be made known to thee."
"What are its weaknesses, then?"
The Godfather smiled. 'Things are not that easy, my son. Why dost thou go to slay the monster?"
"For my country and my lady," Timothy replied. "If the people have no freedom, how shall they
survive? And Elfrieda is a noble woman, worthy of her station."
"Thou hast answered well," lhe Godfather said. "The Sea Monster cannot be slain."
'What?"
"It is only a Sea Monster at night and cannot be harmed in that form. At dawn it becomes human, and
only then can you strike a killing blow."
'Where does it make its dwelling?" Timothy asked.
"That thou musl learn on thy own. May God go with thee, Timothy of Galilee, and may He grant thee
victory."
As Timothy turned lo go, the Godfather spoke once more. "Beware of the cows," he said quietly.
Timothy turned to question him, but he was gone.
Timothy continued on his way and soon found another young man wandering through the forest. He
was dressed as a prince, and carried a sword at his side.
"I give thee good day," Timothy said. "I am Timothy of Galilee. Who art thou?"
"I am Omar of lhe house of Matthew in the land of Youth, and I go to seek Erin, the daughter of King
Scott."
"Then thou art headed in the wrong direction, for the castle of King Scott is in Massada."
"I have been to the castle" Omar replied, "but the princess was not there. She has been captured by a
Sea Monster, and I go to rescue her."
"Why didst thou come to the castle?"
"She and I are to be wed. Dost thou know the way to the Great Sea?"
"I think we shall find it easily enough. I am going there to slay the Sea Monster and liberate my lady,
Elfrieda of Moriah."
"Then we shal I travel together," Omar exclaimed. "This is good fortune; for indeed, I know not this
land and became lost quite easily."
The two comrades set off on their quest. By nightfall, they had sighted the shores of the Great Sea.
Finding a canoe on the beach, they launched out into the waters. Omar scanned the horizon carefully. It was
nearly midnight before either of them spoke.
"I do not see the Monster," he announced. "Mayhaps if we lowered some bait into the water, it would
come."
"We have no bait," Timothy said, "but I would be willing to act as bait if it would help my lady."
"Thou art a noble man, Timothy of Galilee, but I think that will not be necessary. Behold, something
approaches."
The two men stared towards a growing spot on the horizon. "That seemeth not to be a Sea Monster,"
Timothy said finally. "It appears to me to be a herd of cows in rather strange gear."
"If I am not mistaken," Omar mused, "their gear is what one uses to scuba dive. But surely cows
cannot scuba dive."
Timothy thought for a moment. "These must be the cows the Godfather warned me about!" he exclaimed. "They are allies of the Sea Monster. We must ready for battle."
·
As the cows swam closer, the two companions drew their respective weapons-Timothy his hatchet
and Omar his sword. The battle that ensued was long and glorious. Timothy and Omar countered the cows'
attacks blow for blow, filling the air with cries of vengeance. Though the battle-which lasted several hourscould be explained in many a boring detail, it will not be. It is sufficient to say that, in the end, Omar was
dragged down into the watery depths. There were few cows alive by that time, and Omar put up such a
struggle that the bovines were thoroughly discouraged. They swam away, leaving Timothy safe in the canoe
and Omar lifeless at the bottom of the sea.
Timothy, after saying a short prayer for Omar, sailed off once more in search of the Sea Monster.
Dawn was nearly upon him when he saw a flash of orange out of the comer of his eye. He turned, and there it
was. It was a monstrous beast, with sharp fangs and murderous eyes. Fortunately, it did not notice the canoe,
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and continued on its way. Timothy followed silently, hoping it would lead him to its lair. The Monster made
its way to a cave just north of the town of Galilee. It stayed in the shallows for a moment until the sun broke
over the horizon. The beast began glowing strangely and changing shape . Wben the transformation was
complete, Timothy gasped. In place of the Sea Monster stood Sir David, the lord of Galilee. Sir David glanced
around, and then stepped into the cave.
Timothy beached the canoe and slipped quietly into the cave's entrance. He looked around, but saw
nothing, so he ventured further into the cavern. Suddenly, he heard a voice behind him.
"Young Timothy, is it not?"
Timothy spun around, his hand on his hatchet. Sir David , casually leaning against a rock, smiled.
"Surely thou wouldst not use that upon thy lord?" he asked innocently.
"With all respect, my lord, I do not wish to use it. I have come to rescue my lady, Elfrieda, and
Princess Erin," he added.
"Wby hast thou interest in the princess?"
"Thou might say that it is a favor to a friend. Please, my lord , release them, and we shall go peaceably."
''Nay," Sir David replied, "for the king hath brought insult upon me, and I shall have my revenge."
"Wbat dost thou mean to do?" Timothy asked.
"The king will eventually come himself to rescue his precious daughter; I shall then slay him and take
the throne."
"Because of thy wickedness, the people shall never let thee rule over them," Timothy declared as he
slowly drew his hatchet from his belt.
Sir David let out a sinister laugh. "The people shall never know of my deeds, for there shall be none
alive to tell of them." He lunged for Timothy's throat at the same mstantTimothy threw his hatchet. Blood
spurted from Sir David's chest as the hatchet imbedded itself in him. He looked down in shock, and then
collapsed to the ground. Timothy pulled his hatchet free and hurried down the tunnel.
Timothy reached the dungeon, surprised to see Erin already free. She held in her hand a knife with
which she had cut the ropes that held her. Elfrieda sat in the corner, chained to the wall. With one swift blow
of the hatchet, the chains were severed. Timothy told Elfrieda of her father's promise, and they embraced
happily. He then turned to Erin and bowed.
"Princess, I am the bearer of sad tidings. As I traveled here, I met Omar, of the house of Matthew. He
sought thee, to claim thy hand in marriage. We journeyed together for a while, and we battled a herd of evil
cows. Omar fought valiantly, but was dragged to the ocean floor and drowned. His sacrifice allowed me to
come here and rescue thee. Thy Omar was a brave soul."
Upon hearing this, the princess gave a great cry of distress, for she had truly loved Omar. Taking the
knife in her hand, she plunged it into her heart and tumbled to the ground. And so Erin- the daughter of Scott,
king of Illiana-died.
Timothy and Elfrieda traveled back to Massada and recounted their tales to the king. Scott grieved the
death of Sir David, though he was a wicked man. Timothy was made lord of Galilee in his place, and he and
Elfrieda were wed.
Wben Timothy told Scott of his daughter's death, the king shut himself in his room and wept for days.
A memorial was erected on the shore of the Great Sea, recognizing the bravery of Omar and Erin. Scott spent
the rest of his days in mourning, and during the remainder of his rule, the kingdom was never quite the same.
After his death, his son Paul took the crown. It was during Paul's reign that the people were terrorized by the
living tree, and the kingdom did not know peace for many years.

-Eliza Couter
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TIME SHIFT
by

nne Uthlaut

Little girls frolic on pathways
Daisies hiding in their hair,
While small boys skip across the way,
either reasoning twice with time;
Or bargaining with lists and prior plans.
The innocence of a child;
The carefree wonders in their sparkling eyes
Where do they go?
Have monsters under their beds at night
Removed their cu1ious marvels'?
Why can the eyes of a child
ot see through their lives?
Must we change; must we confom1?
We shoul<l be able to once again
Chase L1ittering wings
And lie in the grass, staring up in the air,
Hunting [or angels in tu[ls or clouds.
But fairies were forgotten; the sandman long

And the calTiage has turned to a pumpkin,
Trees are just there, not a quest for adventure
They' re no longer forts of pretend!
Food is lo eat there can be no doubt
Who would have thought any other?
But you have forgotten your gingerbread people;
Your creatures who hid in slices of bread.
Come<ly was lost in the drama and horror
While cubicles, workloads and bosses have stom1ed
laking lightning and hail in a once happy time.
So jump in the puddles and get your boots wet
Play in the drizzle and catch the rain.
Time can stop for a bit, don't you worry!
o drop your papers, pens and hassle,
And leave your watch inside
While time is forgotten and memories relived
By seeing the glitter
One more time.

Th e F a te of Fireflies
The fate of fireflie s is determin e d
b y the same ghosts who bend the Nile an d it s reeds
seducing gypsies to slide through the n ight
racing dust, running archaic errands,
destined for eternity to imitate
the moons of neighboring g alaxies.
Flux is the s entence they fac e
for holding an open heart in h and
w hile harboring r estless
ey es that span continents over nigh t
leavin g only a sh es and ech oes,
the faded silhouettes o f stories
to haunt the d awn
w ith their dust.

Where the Wind Blows
From the East and from the West,
From the orth and from the South,
Where the wind blows.
Evoking melodious tones from the trees,
Creating waves in the skies and the seas
Where the wind blows.

-Vincent Howard

The wind comes and the wind goes,
From which direction nobody knows,
Where the wind blows.
-Jared Leonard

Hemingway in Retirement
Red music under blue skies,
The streets shone white.
The autumn leaves fell
As we remembered our marching day s.
Boots crackled on. leaves in th e high country
Where blazes marked the graves of comrades .
I followed the paths of the moon
To my love's home.
The war left us with the winter
And a retreat on the lake.
We made our beds together,
Dreaming of marriage.
A carabineri killed my love.
Above the highlands where the river finds its source.

-Evan Donavan

.,
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-Bob Nickles
you reflect yourself, but eyes up heart sunk
we drew thick cloth curtains across the entryway,
the enmazed inner chambers intercut with brass and gold perfections
and one would pass through, would thrust himself in
(some reflections, you see, must be just so)
and then sometimes we would hear sweet, chill ringing of bells and
rough upon the rope, men, pull (with the bells still jangling)
and not a mark on him at all but something sure isn't right
and no one envies the Levites for a while and next year we'll try again
but come closer, I tell you that though we shape everything to size and make no mistake
we couldn't get it, not exactly
who can enter through the curtain and not risk a quiet encounter with wrath?
look into the
glass and shatter
-Ben Sulser

Mo[u]rning
She wore, fingers in her hair and dreaming, the azure sweater he had given her on her birthday.
The air was growing cool, and a wetness met her that served not to refresh and only to make her more chill as
she staggered down to the white cliffs.
Her thoughts rambled in and out of causeways, freeways, that dirty street over on 16 th Ave.- nowhere important, as the day grew
chiller and she pulled his sweater more tightly around herself.
She was glad that he was not there.
For he would be all smiles and warmth and she would loom distant bloodless and
utterly unlike a woman
as he reached out his hand to touch her cheek.
She looked out onto churning sea as it smashed against the cliffs forming one great blend of rollicking and
still whiteness.
Closing her eyes for 15 seconds
opening them.
Blankness.
And the darkness continued
to come and take seemingly larger parts of her.
If he were there he would hold her, or drive her to the coffee shop in his optimistic red truck and buy her a
brownie a la mode and tell that she's beautiful and wonderful and that he 's terribly sorry she's feeling so blue.
But that would only add guilt to the darkness and she would seem cruel to say, "I need to be alone so that I
don't hurt you."
The air grew so chill that her breath seemed to form in
blocks before her, but she had to take his sweater off and hide it under a bush. There would be a storm tonight
and she would not let it feel the full brunt of the confusion.
Standing there barely shivering with eyes shifting in and out of focus
She could not be disturbed from inactivity by fear of cold.

The night comes and I am here.
She could not say unafraid,
unless apathy translates into courage.
Still, she was there as the
darkness approached.
It came before her as an
anticipated but
unavoidable
black felt cloak drenched, that enveloped her and covered her in chill(she did not really want to move).
And the slap of its wetness upon her knocked her from her feet in
a cacophony of sobs and confusion.

She stayed very very still as night fell and died,
not truly despairing
Instead,
she held one bright match of assurancethat morning would rise
as assuredly as the darkness had fallen,
and she would be given strength
to stand and love again.
-Shelly Br0\1/Il

Cute Little Blond Kid
Tree forts built by allied limbs.
Sparked by general boredom,
We kindled many a candle.
Also hair and small explosives .
Words that hurt,
Like an arrow in the air ,
And a BB in the thigh .
Food fights,
Fist fights
And arguing over baseball in the backyard ,
Displayed our devoted rivalry.
Wars in the woods, igloos in the ice,
And soccer anywhere it was allowed .
We ran , laughed, and talked about girls .
We cried together , fought with each
other ,
And we stood up for one another .
It may be true that there is
A friend that sticks closer than a
brother .
But whoever that may be ,
He has his work cut out for him.
-Braden Morris
*Honorable mention in the Covenant
Creative Arts Contest Poetry division .

Drawing by Keith Riley
*First place in Covenan t Creative Arts
Con test drawi ng division.

I sit in my room
Staring out of my window.
I see three people
Standing on the ground outside.
One is a child playing.
She has toys in her hands
And a smile on her face.
She laughs as she plays
Her game of pretend.
The girl ignores
The woman beside her
As she is swept up
By her imaginative sport
She ignores the ant
Crawling near her toes
The fly above her head
And the dirt staining
Her bright-colored clothing.
The second figure
Is a young woman.
She neither stares at the girl
or the toy in her hands.
Her eyes dart about
Watching first the ant
And stepping back.
Seeing the fly
And ducking down.
Brushing off the dirt
Staining her shoe.
The first figure
Represents the outer aura
Carefree and happy
All of the time .
The second figure
Represents an inner being
Worrisome and careful
About everything.
But who is the third figure
Standing outside my window?
She is the heart
And she stares not at the toy
Not at the insects or filth
She sees only the red rose
Lying in the garden.
Anne Uthlaut
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I'm climbing in
Wondering about
Even more
Even worse
Then before
Feed me more
Of you and your goodness
Feed me
Of your corny jokes
And laughter
It's the mosc substantial bliss
most substantial bliss
I have ever known
\\" ''"
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The more I know
And map you out
The more I want
The farther I have to go
To travel your world
Continents of snow
Fill me with as much awe
As your mountains, rivers and trees
I am as committed to you beauty
As I am to your pain
\\ \\ \\
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N.E. Lodico
August 30, 2002

Sugar
Your love is like sugar, honey
Thrill me high, thrill me low
It grates and it's sticky, sweetie
Say goodbye, let me go
Spike me up, drag me down
You're the treat I can't deserve
Angela Childers
Heart

The mace in cold eternitity's fist
Her cold fingers pass slow across my
wrist
Her mallet punds my heart in time
With the sublime
Rhyme on my tongue
Yet unsung
My bludgeoned, battered, beaten
heart
Is stifled in its part .
-Chris Kornman
Untitled

Fireflies wink across the lawn
telegraphing their questioning affection
in glowing terms.
I wonder
can you see the light within me
when I look at you?
My heart's flames fill with brilliance
and I cannot help my eyes' shining.
Is it only my reflected blaze
I see within your own?
Or are you aglow
as I am?
-Elsbeth Barnett

Ton ight I lost labor's license
in the sacchrine embrace
{between my lips),
the broken kiss upon a
starry body where my
dawn's digits danced.
Day brought poison to the pleasure
I traced in the arch of
Faith's fickle back,
and the sun only singed
what skin I had not shed
sinful sibyl flee,
that I may reclaim
Calliope.
-Michael Baker

The Greatest Gift is Love
Love is behind door
Number one , two , three
He told you he loves you
Yet he loves you again
Feelings got nothing to do with it
Barefoot on warm grass
Asphalt, against her feet
Highway mistress
Don 't pick her up

T unami
Lover's claim to live for life
When sadly silence fills around
Part that pain 'cause fear will fill
His hands will hurt, hatred reigns
Don 't let your days down
We wish you wouldn 't wait
To tell a tale , you won 't take
Foolish deeds forget the faithless
Real hope , remembers your regret.
Jonathan Krueger

Like gencle breakers
On a midnight shore,
She pulses through my veins.
Though the sun has yet not risen,
To show her encroachme11l on rhe beach,
I stand in the sand;
And though I am blind to see her,
I hear the tides changing,
And feel the coursing of that deep current.
I crave the rip-tow,
And long to drown under the whitecaps.
I am anxious for the day
The tidal-wave will take me under.

Braden Morris

Lost and Found
Deep into thine eyes doth mine heart retreat
Searching for love 's warm embrace
Lost in they gaze
Wretched and withered be I without thee
Seeking for love's wann embrace
Found in thy grace

-Jared Leonard

Bristles
Bristles usually signify distance:
like a porcupine's protective quills,
a non-verbal "stay away."
Or, sometimes they describe a coarseness:
like the end of a broom as it skritch-skratches
across a cold, stone floor-an echoing lonely sound.
How then,
with your coarse face next to mine,
can I only say, "Come closer,"
and laugh with delight as
the bristles of your cheek sweep across the softness of mine.
Shelly Brown

Come ... be mme, and 1ve ivil/ nm
thro11oh bnght meado//JS and laugh w the sun
ki.rs me. .. and let's go
to the peak of O!J'mpus, 1ve11 plC!J in the JIZOJ/J
come 17!), fnend
ive 11 sail the 1vhole sea 'till 1/Je come to the end
and the very moonlight 1vtl/ smile at the sight
of our love every dC!J and our love every night.

Timothy Johnson

Hills
I rely on you
to hold on to
trinkets and relics,
snapshots of sentimentality
from a day at the beach
or a night in your eyes
always looking through me.
Vincent Howard

Folk Fe s tival 2002
There was no precipitation that night,
But the memory of it sits like a cool rain
On the story of last semester.
Rather, a strong wind that blew the trees
And gusted outside the windows,
Lit just right,
Betrayed the hidden stirrings of the hearts
Within that. small room.
We whispered to each other, some with tunes,
Others with mere sighs,
And I
Spent too much time just hoping
He would catch my eye.
Angela Childers

Reflections

Mariposa, Mariposa, fly so high
Azure ceiling, olive floor, no good bye
Mariposa, Mariposa, wings so blue
Winds were pushing you still flew
Mariposa, Mariposa, don't disappear
Touch my face, let me take, I am here
Butterfly, Butterfly, fly so low
Blue-sky, green earth, stay? Please no.
Butterfly, Butterfly, wings so ginger
Life was hard you fail and linger
Butterfly, Butterfly, please go hide
Turn around, run away; I always lie
Jonathan Krueger

be

Where does she lay?
he who sings to me
Every waking moment.
Who weaves her fingers with mine,
And softly, so softly
Caresses my mouth with hers,
1n every moment dreamt.
I've seen her sitting on the swing set
And praying at the alter.
Even now she is buried in my arms,
Head cradled beneath my chin,
Taking solace in our embrace.
She holds me so close,
Whispering gently, so gently,
Into my ear.
Giggling at some unshared thought,
Or crying about the day,
Or swearing her perfect devotion.
My chest neither rises nor falls,
For my breath is held in anticipation of our union.
Please,
I extol you,
Tell me where she hides.
Braden Morris

2/10/03

I'm growing weary of losing . Again
someone leaves for the rest of our lives.
We have hope, but a hope felt through pain .
As elusive as sleep seem the times that have been
and slipp'ry as shadows' shifting through a hand .
I'm growing weary. This losing, a gain
of immortality yields on a far fuller plain
than our minds can endure . The mere knowing, us drives
to have hope-bu a hope felt through pain,
for that which we long for we cannot yet gain
while we live . Wich continued loss from our band
I ' m growing weary of losing again.
And as tears fall, like kernels unripe from the rain
the grief remains hard in my heart. While I weep
this hope is but hope felt through pain.
If only through loving, the scar will bite deep ,
But in living, our faith has increased. By a leap,
I'm growing. Weary, this losing again
gives us hope, even hope felt with pain .
Elsbeth Barnett

Goodbye
To Stevi, Esth e1: and Don

Where did all the time go? The time we spent as friends
The days we spent together, why do they have to end?
Hours sharing homework, laughing until we cried
You graduate next weekend; I hate to say goodbye.
When did all the days pass? I thought they'd never end
All those times we used to have, we'll never have again.
We'll keep on growing older, seeing life anew
Growing up means letting go, as I let go of you.
Times may seem eternal, but life on earth is brief
And painful separations should not bring only grief
Joy for all the good times, and friends we have today
We know we'll be together, for heaven is always.
-Tabitha Higgins

Thoughts of Home
I'm from a place quite far from here
and I and all those who live near
we call it home and all the rest
they know it as The Great Northwest
in pristine blue and crystal clear
cold sparkling white and snow-capped lier
the winsome stores of nature bring
a song that all who hear it sing
with trees that lend a fragrant sense
exhilarate the soul and fence
the smells of pine fresh earth and cedar
swirl as to pulsing meter
and daze the mind with wonder by
the sunsets which arouse the sky
and clouds like perfect marshmallows
who wear the rain like favorite clothes
-Art work by Alex Neff

that everyone can have and feel
a part of something deeply real.
Bert Rutgers

Rollercoaster 2
Sitting outside the rollercoaster
With my love
And the country tune
Happiness found me.
It grabbed me and said,
"Things are okay, you're here.u
I know what's coming next
And it's a big one.
Angela Childers
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Howard

The fullness of you

You stand before me in the inglorious fluorescent morning light
A mole just left of your belly button and I see your round and tubby stomach your stubbly coarse
fingers
I see you face half-compressed from sleep and peering at me with squinting eyes and slight haze of
confusion .
But I also your inability to relax in certain places, like the little cafe downtown, and the way you laugh
too loudly at yourself when you do anything wrong .
And I see those same stumpy fingers clenched-controlled-but clenched when you're really angry
I see the jealousy in your heart. I see how desperately you want my approval and how you won 't ask
basic questions . I have seen your capacity to hate and your dependencies your unsteadiness your
fierce eye and raised voice.
I see all this and I love you.
Not that this is all I see , but I hesitate to list out the better, because it's not a simple matter of the
good outweighing the bad.
It's not a matter of scales or checks and balances.
I will admit, sometimes I wonder what happened to princes and passion what happened to my
ideals? my dreams? those men I dreamt up late at night in my prepubescent bed?
And I see you
And what I see is not even all
I trust that there are more horrible and wonderful things still to come.
Yet I see you,
Touch you, feel you , hear your slightly gravel voice ask me what I'm staring at,
And I taste the flavor of your morning skin as your lips press against mine.
I don 't know quite how to describe it but
You are you
lam me.
And I love you.
-Shelly Brown

Manifesto
Ars Poetica
The greatness of poetry is that it suggests infinitely more than it says. o single interpretation covers
all of its meaning. One's experience is a breaking forth: words forn1 the seed of life, new forms burst
from behind the veil.
A poem is a microcosm of the mind. Knots of concept link by strands of metaphor; the
outside light illumines the depths within.
A poem is a microcosm of the Creator's work-densely allusive, mysterious in grace, motionless in time as the moon climbs. No single soul can contain its depths not even that of its creator.
Only the Father of lights, the fountain of blessing, the source of all wisdom and knowledge, can
claim to lmow the truth of words-for by Word, He created the world.
A poem is a seed dropped from it's author's brain, cast upon the winds of wider life to blossom in another's soul. Who can tell what it shall bring forth? The fruits are various, the seed the
same. Like in that husbandry, much depends on the soil.
To hear your interpretation of a poem is wrong is like finding your favorite song has different
words than you always thought. The "real" words will always seem off to you, somehow less fitting
than your own. Still, they are the words of the song and one must accept them .
In poetry, however, the situation is not so definite. The words of a poem are more like the
melody of a song than its lyrics. Their rhythm, meter, and literal meaning give the poem structure,
fonn, and grace.
However, they are not a poem's substance. The endless interplay of words, the superstructure
of imagery which they support, are the essence of what makes poetry unique. The appeal of poetry
sterns from its ability to call forth a unique response in each reader.
Metaphor is a collaboration. It is the words behind the word, for which those words exist. In
these, can one be truly wrong? Certainly, but only when connnunication has failed completely. In
such cases, there is either no poem or no reader. It takes both to create poetry.
We hear the melody in order to go beyond- from scales and chords to pure inflowing tone.
The harmonic lattice weaves within the human brain a fugue to echo forth God's praise.
-Evan Donovan

The Sandbox
By Chns Kornman
Recreaung Lo the sandbox 111 the back of the iaryland duplex surrounded by a slowly rotting picket
fence, the six-year-old child would pound fist to sand until his eyes reddened and filled up with painful tears.
And after Im weepmg had uffic1encly dampened the grams of sand, he would rub his eyelids and build
sandcastles unul lommy called !urn 111s1de for dinner.
Cra\\'lmg mto his chru.r, he saw next tO his place a hand ourslretched, which was soon mirrored. As
his hands JOmed the rwo waiung for hun, a searing, throbbmg kmd of pam oozed into his mind. Ir was all he
could do to keep from crymg 111 agom. The prayer was filled with empty spaces between stalling words, but
when 1l was over hi. hands were sull not his own. :\n eternal 111stanl passed in which each of his hands was
. 9ueezed as 1f the child \\'as about to fall helplcssh out of his parents grasp.
Dmner ,vas a forced and screammg stlence, puncruated by the clatter of cheap silverware like the
clash of medieval weaponq. 1\nd the . ix-year-old could not lift his eyes from his food. He was expending
every ounce of energy to lift the fork from his plate and place 1l between his un\.\·illing lips without making a
s111gle noise. \'\'hen Daddy rose from his . eat and let his plate clatter 111 the tiny sink behind Mommy, the sixyear-old ki1C\\' me final blow had been dealt and the anuquated warfare ,vas fimshed, so he slunk from his seat
and left the lrnolcum Ooor of the kitchen for the duty-beige carpet of the living room.
Daddy was sJtung .111 the recliner whose color reminded the six-year-old of the way wet ovember
leaves smelled and felt . I Jc would never tell anyone tl1ar, though. The thirteen-mch television was flickering
wim sno\\' 111 frolll of an image of an old, bald man talkmg about Ronald Reagan and a cold war. The sixyear-old. trctched his body along the carpel, stomach down, elbows supporting his head. Bue cl1e carpet was
rough like steel wool, and he had to shift posmons penodically.
fommy's voice came from the kitchen, and Daddy hollered back over the drone of the voice from
the television. Momm) 's voice called again with more urgency, and the c.v. set flicked off, leaving a purple and
green residual triangle for a moment before 1l faded to black. Daddy tossed his empty beer can to the floor
and romped towards the linoleum.
The si..,-year-old listened w1m an uncalloused heart to the steamroller crescendo and his chest began
ro burst with pressure cliat told hun to send lus fist cl1rough a window. Ir began to seep out his eyes, and
when he balled his fmgers to wipe the tear from lus face, it uncontrollably wielded a foreign power and made
abrupt contact with lus nose. This only caused further frustration and further eruptions of oceans from
behind lus deep, dark pupils.
Driven to action, he roused himself and began to flee towards the door. His vision was helplessly
blurred, and be hit the sliding screen harder than he meant to, ripping a hand-sized hole in the mesh. He
reached to try and fix it, but it was useless with his clumsy fingers and tear-stained eyes, and he only tore it
further. Then, pulling with all the might he could muster, he tugged relentlessly on tl1e creen until he
squeezed his si..x-year-old body tl1rough and ran down tl1e concrete slab porch, though tl1e yellow stubbled
grass, until he reached the sandbox, sobbing and heaving.
Monuny had once told him that he was too old to cry. This embarrassed him, and his tears embarrassed him,
and me uncontainable pressure behind his breast embarrassed him. But most of all, he was embarrassed that
he could not fix tl1e things that were broken. He had tried to take the shredded screen and pull it back into
the door. And he had tried to be unmoved by his parents' crumbling relationship, to in some way fix what
must have been something broken in his heart. But his inability to do so simply ripped deeper holes. And so
he retreated to a box of sand where he could release me pressure from his chest by making a sandcastle world
where sandcastle people would go to war using shoes and fists and knees to blast their sandcastle enemies
back to helpless grains of sand. But in his sandcastle world, he was in control; he was no longer helpless.

When I was being born
Men were writing books
Burning books

The Eternal Fountai n That Was

What if I poked mv head
Up in a different sea
What if I floated forever
With some waves running over me

Run.
Run my son.
And inhale that elixir
Which is your youth.
Oh how I crave
The chance to lap from

But for the lands of men
All the waters are one
But for the hands of men
All of the books are done
-Alex Neff

That Foun lain
The joy and innocence
In which you bathe.
I am intoxicated by
The effervescence you expel.
And m y heart covets
That Spring
With which it might cleanse itself of
This age old dross,
These old age dregs,
That plague this body.
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Photograph by Alyssa Dawson

Sweet chi:::
. Enjoy' this sµ~piission to- excellence.'
Love yourself..
· -·Love your world. ·
.
Love your God.
And I will soakup _the spray from
The splashes .,_tnat Y.OUr feet create.
-Braden Morris
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Willow,
You fall
Bearing sins
To the ground in your weeping.
Now your dried leaves I am
sweeping
From among the boards of my
porch floor
To avoid rotten planks in reaching the door
Before the winds
Of fall.
Willow.
-Vincent Howard

Ex

l

ihilo

hill air and fall' lear lio-hto
the cloistered n1ounlain tudents wall
solen1n to convocation.
there is no holy mell withing,
bLLt i an1 lost in speech like flame.
it consumes n1y spirit in its touch
i l now its darkness is n1y Light.
from the dark cl ft, co lor·s descend
the column of the Spirit's life.
i hear an echo in the voidthe worlds are fran1ed by His command.
illumination hints of death
leading to life after the Cross .
there will rn.y spirit soley look
and all gain within that loss.
-Evan Donovan

Then
A small light shines through.
I partly understand.
The irony is incredible.
The child suffers
From the weight
Of a very heavy
Yet also empty heart.
She weeps
Because she searches
For something
To fill the void
And to make her burden
Light again.
I think again
And am drawn deeper
Into her plight.
For I see now
That it is not something
She is searching for.

No
She looks for more.
She looks for
Someone
The one to hold her
When she needs it.
The one to cry with
When her heart bleeds.
The one to take that burden
And carry it
In his strong arms
It it then
That I understand.
This child before me
Is me.
-Anne Utelaut

07.26.01110:56 pm

I will not allow the beauty in you to mask the fury
That visits me when inconsideration barges
Through and insists on my attention
You have no right.
You have no right
And now you must leave so I can pick up the disheveled furniture
And re-paper the walls
- atalie Lodico
0 ...

Taught to
Discard friends - like
Worn socks - shoes
Wannth gone
Protection - broken
Useless
ever agam Used
- atalie Lodico

You were telling me something
when you heard a shattering sound
and looked over your shoulder
you didn 't know that
on the sidewalk at my feet
translucent red shards
ofmy heart
shimmerd in the sun
you didn't know
so . ..
I knelt and pocketed them
before you looked back
and forgave you
-Laura

eale

Awning
Under the awning I sit,
Pondering my steps for the day
The sunlight presses against my skin
As I stroke my cheek and my chin.
As a part of this story I land
As an extra, perhaps .
Futility weighs down my heart
As my soul begs my mind for comfort.
-Angela

Childers

repeat the search with the results excluded
Walking beside you, I cling
I can't let go, I fear that day
When truth shines through
One more minute, it's not too late
I wake, you 're gone
It hurts when I'm alone

January 31, 2003 / in chapel
Honor each other with truth
Refuse to com promise the
battle
When we stumble
We only raise our voices higher
Singing the war cry
Resolved to the ideal
That defines our love

I want to feel your skin
I feel betrayed by the morning sun
Why can't it last forever
The memory slips, I almost fall
The dirt slides underneath my nails
Only you can make me fall
I hate you, I hate you dying
Cant I stop, why do I keep on lying
I tum, no more, no more
repeat the search with the results excluded.

It hurts de.eper
It aches more
But the joy is fuller
And how the love does roar!
-Alanna Ritchie

-Jon Krueger

symptoms
I've been doing so wellI feel cold, but
I'm really just fine.
He and I both thought I d
never heal
The things we never knew, he and ILike 'forever' like 'love'
The clock in the hall struck through my
Reverie
-I wanted to write so wellAnd all the doors opened
And all the people poured forth
Like waster, like words,
Steeped and marinated in my
2QY
Volcanic indsides
Repression.
waiting to burst
I thought just aminute ago that I'd like to stand
This flame of passion
Before him - a better, stronger, tempting
Bubbling spirit
woman oozing with inner pleasure
Smoldering excitement
And make him squirm and sorry
solid
rocks of contentment
But that was not quite the Truth.
With the realest redness of
And it doesn't come
love
Back to him
The yellow of sunsweet glory
The black of dense reality
As often as it might, you know.
Bold and unafraid
The room he used to
The dirt of stuff
Fill
That crumbles and crawls
With his ruthless presence
And cakes these inner walls
With smoke that rises
Are scraped clean like a post-abortive womb
And contagiously catches
ow sunshine and oxygen
You in my smile
For me to breathe
That constant rumbling
of something so alive
Breathing - you know - is like
Something so powerful
Starving sometimes
Something that drives you
When your soul is dried up and
That everconstant force
Lonely
Pushes, and bends and crushes
And mightily overtakes
-Like mine isn'tMy human lava
Emily Shaw
Just 1n time for the explosion
to Alanna Ritchie

Frustration accumulates and begins to gargle
Throat is tight
Fists are clenched
Communication emerges in a garble
This has con1e to soon and shouldn't show now
It is a distant light
oming in shadowed
By the silhouette of your brow
I don t want Christmas in July
Out of place and not qutte right
I want to see you in truth not hoisted
And sung as a rumor
o get off the stage until it i your time
If you stay I will just have to fight
And we'll both feel slighted
Oddly uncomfortable in the lime
09/30/02'
atalie Lodico
La ment

This is a chilling tragedy.
You, who were at one time
Near the pinnacle of all created beauty,
Have allowed it to melt away,
For the industrialization
Of its rarity.
Like a pine tree covered in the freshest snow,
The weight of your new beauty
Is killing the truth beneath it.
And so,

You fall under the heavy veil
That covers the splendor you were graced
with.
Just like that freshly powdered playground,
Your white virginity
Is trampled underfoot.
Oh, I lament that lost magnificence.
Braden Morris

Emptiness
I sit here
Dreaming about life
Endeavoring to catch hold
Of something inside me
To fill the vacancy in my soul.
But I find nothing.
My heart is empty
It is bound to a sobbing child
A child who struggles
W1th her entire being
To keep this weight
From falling,
Breaking.
She looks up
Begging for relief
For someone to come
And rescue her.
Someone to take this burden
From her slipping grasp
And embrace it to themselves.
I tear myself away
From her disparaging eyes
And attempt to flee
Her presence.
Yet I cannot escape
The haunting impression
That she has left.
The never-ceasing brokenness
In her face.
Who is this child
And why is she clinging
So desperately
To her affliction?
My mind searches for an answer.
Why is this burden
So heavy for her?
Could it be
That an empty heart
Is so much more
A hindrance
Than a full one?
I stand
Dumbfounded by this concept
And do not fully understand
Its meaning.

-Anne Uthlaut

Don't Grow
By Jason Mitchell
Jemi Kay raced the autumnal wind from the frog-shaped front door mat to the dnveway edge of the
porch. It was a close call, really, but the spectator vines lmmg the length of the porch rail mg waved the1r
fanatic approval as she rushed past. From the dashing smile lighting up h r face, she must have won.
She teetered on the porch edge, above the two steps lead mg down to the dnvcway, the two wooden
steps constructed by her 17-year-old brother the two steps that replaced the former pair finally worn out after
many years of foot traffic. She gripped her nght hand around a portion of the porch rail mg. With her left, she
waved. The wave flapped vertically her flying finger rapidly touch mg the palm of her hand. Jem1 Kay heard
the mixed crunch ~fleaves and gravel and saw the red un reflect off of the maroon car door.
"Cooper's home! Cooper's home!" Jemi Kay yelled twice, to convince her elf 1l was true. Her toes
wiggled, a bit cool from the smooth cement porch, a bit warm from her run across 1t. he waited for the car to
stop. Her mouth opened wider to let in all the excitement. Iler brother - nearly twice h r height emerged
from the small vehicle and stretched the l 0-hour trip from hi legs .
"Hey, sister," he hummed back in a suppres ed yawning coo. lI1 face broke mlo a mile almost big
enough to match hers . Cooper approached the squinting blue eyes and dark lashesjumpmg up and down
impatiently above the wooden steps. She jumped once more, this lime mto his arms. he was a fraction of the
weight he lifted regularly at college. Cooper raised Jemi Kay above his head, look.mg up at her face as she
outstretched her arms at her sides.
Jemi Kay sat quietly in her high cha1r, watching her six older brothers her older i ter, her mom and
her dad. She listened to nine people talk at the same time. There would be time for her two cents, but later.
Two tables formed a "T". Twenty hands suddenly connected to surround the letter as ten heads bowed. Jemi
Kay peeked through her long lashes as her dad expressed thanks for both the food and the safe am val of his
son. Yes, Cooper's home. She wondered where he had been for so long. He had not eaten m a long time.
Doesn't he get hungry?
Cooper sneaked into Jemi Kay 's Sunday school classroom al noon. Jemi Kay had her back to him she was occupied, running a miniature household settmg the children m their plastic cha1rs, g1vmg them their
thimble cups to drink from. "Jemi Kay! Jem1 Kay!" Cooper whispered twice across the room, first to surpnse
and then to call his baby sister. Jemi Kay paused . And then she whirled, swooshing her ramping half a 180°.
She ran to Cooper. The teachers hardly recognized this man . Yes, this 1s my brother, this is Cooper, he can take
me to the playground, this is my brother, Cooper's back! She convinced the teachers with her round squaredancing eyes. She grasped Cooper's hand and pulled him toward the door. She forgot her Jacket. Cooper
remembered for her and threaded her dollish arms and shoulders into the light white sweater.
"Underdog! Underdog!" she asked, doubly eager for the wind to rush past her face. ooper gripped
the base of the blue swing firmly and ran underneath, bringing Jemi Kay the Pendulum, to a point of greater
potential energy. He released his hands and watched her arch back toward the backdrop of wooded change.
Her feet were immediately back in Cooper's face. Cooper had approached the soaring feet on the outswing,
and now the rubber soles came inches from his face. He dodged. "Are you trying to kick me?" Cooper teased.
Jemi Kay giggled as she flew back toward the falling leaves again. ooper leaned forward and placed his
hands in front of his face so that Jemi Kay's feet bumped into them. "Are you kicking me again?" he teased
again. Her joy giggled through uncontrollably.
The maroon doors again flashed the sunlight on Jemi Kay's face. But the reflection could not light it
up this time. She rested restlessly on Cooper's right hip as he stood waiting for his return ride
to college. It was here. The grimaced pouting lip Jemi Kay maintained, Cooper claimed he could sit
upon. The Eastern Shore farmer could not plow deeper furrows than the ones Jemi Kay had worked into her
brows, Cooper laughed. "Don't laugh," Cooper tempted. Her lips flickered and her brows relaxed briefly, but
Jemi Kay managed her scrunch for a tad longer. "I'll be back in five weeks," he promised. "Don't grow until I
get back." Why did he have to go again? Is five weeks longer than last time? Won't he be tired by the time he
comes home again? She scowled still. She looked like a 3-year-old 95-year-old woman.
Cooper pecked Jemi Kay's forehead twice, first to iron out her forehead's premature wrinkles and

then to tell his baby sister that he loved her. Jemi Kay slowly raised her scowl to look at her 20-year-old
brother, as she hung onto his right shoulder with both her hands. "Bye, Cooper," she managed, her scowl
breaking partially. "I love you, sister." The smile almost mirrored his, slowing growing less suppressed. He
would come again, she knew. Her brother Cooper loved her, she knew. "Love you, Cooper," Jemi Kay grumblingly admitted, still attempting her best upset look. But from the way this chortled through her baby teeth,
Cooper knew she meant it.

Closer T han a Bro th er
My heart, all wrenched apart, cries out,
For Dad' advice I sure did flout;
So many lost and wasted years
Are all conswned within my tears.
I try to wi h away the pain,
But no! 'Tis useless and in vain;
I lift rny eyes to find relief
From this sharp pang of loss and grief.
And then, still, soft, and sweet I hear
Him whisper firmly in n1y ear:
"My love runs deeper than all others;
My friendship's closer than a brother's."
-Julie Codington

-Julie Codington

Pathetic
Like a river deep and flowing
Drawing from me, blowing
Tears across my
Cheek

Psychotic embrace,
Hiding my face.
Cognition runs wild.
Was I ever a child?
Who knew, who cared.
I was left, I just stared.
A vulnerable heart;
Because I was too smart.
Continually hoping,
In the dark groping
For what I know not.
For so long I've fought.
Running and never stopping.
Ti/I I tire hoping
For a new beginning.
A glimpse of light
Without sinning.
Pure and perfect gift of joy.
Just around the bend
Yet always coming to an end.

-Caitlin Carini

Why this shame, why this strain
Why this filthy, filthy stain
Hand across my face
A freak
Give I can't, take you must
Grind and suck the rust
So my heart at joy may
Peak
Resilient I no more
Give release everything before
Head bowed low and
Meek
-Jenny Lea

Forgotten Love
In days long ago during years not remembered
A flame burned deep in our souls
It began during winter's day in December
But all that's left are ashes from the coals
The story is sad and not easy to tell
My greatest sin and worst fears
Decided to conspire and her love fell
Lost to confusion, gone with the tears
Now my soul waits for the fire to burn again
Waiting for my angel from above
When will the ember's glow begin
While I remember my forgotten love
-Jared Leonard

I have
I have soft cheeks
I have a soft fluffy light green comforter where I can sink into its fresh depths
I have little star lights
I have a clear glass with water in it
I have Sarah Mclaughlan in the background smiling from ear to ear
I have a promise ring that s gold and silver with a heart in the middle
I have a purple carpet with little bumps in it for when I step out of bed
I have make-up and earrings and necklaces
I have dreams of someone who will be wonderful enough to love me
I have friends
I have a brother who is my biggest fan
I have a brother who i my kindred friend
I have red toenails that are starting to chip
I have muscles on my arm that are starting to be defined
I have coffee to drink during class
I have books that have poetry and wise words and stories about the beach
I have my writings in my black book
I have drawings of things in my mind that I want to see in front of me
I have music for good times, bad times, mellow times and scream times
I have so much in this pillow world that it swallows me
I have a secret smile I want to save for you
I have little tricks and teases but I don't want them for anyone else
I have so much to save and keep innocent
I have so much
The Choice
I have to put it into words
And let everything else go
A choice.
Go into nothing and out of my mind
Not easy.
Go into snow and turn into water
(Should there be such a thing).
Go into green and turn into fall
And with her is constant
Go into sun and turn into pink
Go into cold and turn into breeze
Binding and severing,
Go into gray and turn into rain
Breaking and building.
Go into talking and turn into singing
Go into walking and turn into dancing
After this surnn1er, and its mighty
Go into standing and turn into fallingbloon1s,
In love with life .
I know not how
-Alanna Ritchie
Tomonow's autumn leaves will fall.
-Braden Morris
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Sweet Now here

Laxidasically
Stare up at the sky
Buildings that climb
To that so longed for High
They seem to disappear
Into a mist
Or fly into
A world above the clouds
And sigh
As only towers sigh
Slowly we drive by
Underneath
Some troublesome overpass
Beside
Cars that don't matter
Holding people that do
Not squinting

Fully looking on - out
The gaping front window
Lay back
Look back
And forwards
If your mind wants to go there
Or rest sometime here,
Go on feeling everywhere
And having no need to go
Anywhere
Sleeping skyline city
Watch it stilly sound
Lying on the bed of road
While we weave
Leaning lazily tlu·ough and past
It all so softly
Whilst setting my head
Within kindest pillow
Drift into sweet nowhere
And stay there for a while
-Alanna Ritchie

Fly by day soar at night
o one sees my mind take flight

Caring little if at all I will push you 'till you fall

Stand and look, tum and see
Who possess the secret key

But I can't, but I nrnst
In n1y friends I rest rny trust
They may suffer for my trance

But in the end, I'll learn to dance.
-Jenny Lea

The sunlight twisted through the leaves and pattered on her open, upturned face, moving its
transparent fingers through the dark brown hair and slipping down her neck like drops of golden
water. Her skin once considered pale and unimpressive, was now a kaleidoscope of hot color and
cool shade, shifting with the breeze-breathed leaves of the oak tree that bent over the cobblestone
sidewalk. The persuasi e stroke of the city's breath on her cheek was met by a puff of air from
between her lips, a sigh that brushed away her thoughts and returned her eyes to the hustling men
and violent women that were pushing their way down the hidden paths of ew York City.
With only the slightest hesitation, she looked for an opening in the stream of downcast eyes
and aching feet, then slipped into the crowd and was immediately indiscernible as she adopted her
own secluded world to walk in eyes on the ground to avoid the lives of those she passed, the glare
of the sun on her lips and the heat of the day on her shoulders. Suddenly aware of the undesired
tears that were falling behind her eyes, threatening to drip from her eyelashes, Loram clenched her
jaw and narrowed her eyes, turning her mind to better days.
Her plain, drawn face hid well the keen awareness with which she watched the world as she
wove her \vay home with the assurance that only comes with familiar paths and well-worn shoes.
till drawing strength from the fading memory of her refuge that lay hidden behind the sun, she
looked up from the hypnotizing pattern of her feet. Her eyes 0ew from a patch of sky between the
sky scraping monsters of steel, to a girl chattering contentedly to a dull-eyed mother, to a man that
riveted her attention.
ti II wearing the colorless, nameless rags of clothing that he had born his first day on the
street, Chris slumped in an artificial comer created by a door, staring straight ahead with glazed eyes
and chapped lips . He turned 31 last week but looked 50 and knew it. .. so she knew it. She
scratched the skin of her left palm, then remembered with self-disparagement that it was his palms
that were brutally red - though no one could tell beneath the dirt - and that it was he who'd grown
used to the stiffness in his fingers and the strange marks that were showing up on his back and
stomach.
As Loram watched from her own eyes and from his, biting her lip to fight back a cry of
heariache, the man-child struggled drunkenly to his feet and staggered down the sidewalk in her
direction. Then he looked at her, he finally looked at her. She knew too well the ways of this nightmare to wince, but her cheeks paled slightly beneath the onslaught until she finally found what he
wanted her to hear:
"One day I won't be able to fight the urge to collapse. One day I won i get up."
Before the echo faded, he was disappearing into the crowd and she was rounding the comer,
watching him through the windows of Sheryl 's Cafe, ducking to see around a woman's large straw
hat for one last glimpse before turning back to her own path, regretting words unsaid, denying
responsibility. o amount of frowning, blinking, or chewing of the lip could fight off the oppressive
remnants of Chris's thoughts, but she knew it would pass soon enough. Too soon, sometimes. She'd
lived the thoughts of a child once. So much joy from mud puddles and sunny days, Sandy's hair and
his mother's touch. Other days were harder; other days it was just so hard to breathe. Amanda was
raped two nights ago by her best friend's brother. Jack found his dad's body two weeks ago, the
morning after an argument about Spring break. Charlotte was just so tired. With a start, Loram
forced her thoughts back into her own possession and moved forward with a more detennined step.
No eye contact, that's all that mattered. Just don't look at them and maybe you 'fl block out their
voices. Maybe.
A swift maneuver around a newlywed, a half-smile for a nervous kid beaded for his first day
at the restaurant... She threw a hopeful glance towards the news stand on the corner of 22 nd and
Broad before shaking the memories of Ashley's love affair. God, that life was more than two years

ago. Running her fingers along the branches of a ginkgo and absentmindedly catching a wisp of
daffodil in her free hand, she found that she was standing at the foot of the stairs to her apartment,
home. Home for now anyway. She never could stand staying in one place for too long.
Stean1 rose from the tan-colored mug of herbal tea, winding upwards and curling around her
nose like wisps of windblown hair, sending a sweet relaxation through mind and muscle. ounds of
the surf echoed from her white-noise maker, drowning out the whispers of thought from the girl next
door. She closed her eyes as she wrapped her fingers around the warm cup and stretched luxuriously, pushing her head back against the wall and extending her toes toward the end of the bed.
Her red nail polish made a splash of color on the quiet color of the cup and as she kicked off the
uncomfortable dress shoes, her perfectly manicured toes moved in a pattern of matching red on the
gentle yello"V:' of the bedspread.
Moments and years later, she was asleep, forgetful, dreamless and in the silence of early
morning, content. And then, in that moment of soft breath, as the mingling Iights of the late moon
and early sun were just beginning to blush he came. He was first in the draft that wo e its way
slowly between the bed sheets and tickled her feet before moving up under the comforter. As a
whisper of air that stirred in her mind, he curled around her neck and slipped down between her
shoulders with an indifferent amusement to the protests of the retreating warmth of the night. He
caressed cold drafts across her nose and just over her ear, then ruffled the hair at the base of her neck
with a whisper. The white feather comforter, though spread protectively over her slim form, allowed
a glimpse of her left foot with that slash of red on the yellow pattern of the sheets. With the draft,
she pulled her foot back beneath the blanket and turned her head to press her Oushed cheek into the
cool surface pillow. As she moved, her hair cascaded down the pillow and onto her bare shoulder
and she curled ever so slightly at the sensation. With a sigh and a crease between her brows, her
eyes finally opened, widening slightly in a barely perceptible moment offear before she regained
control, sat up, tossed her hair and demanded, "Who are you?"
He stared, a strange smile wrinkling the smooth olive skin and narrowing the startling green
eyes. Loram moved her feet to the .floor and sat calmly on the side of the bed, feeling and hearing no
sense of danger or wrong intent from the stranger. With a start, she realized that she heard nothing at
all, no whisper of a memory, no picture of a thought.
"Who are you?" she whispered, suddenly afraid.
Silence. That oppressive silence of the mind that left her dizzy, ears ringing from the effort
to hear his voice. Tentatively, with trembling fingers and .fluttering breath, she touched his cheek,
his jaw, the ignorance and fear of a child playing across her face. Understanding dawned and he
nodded in approval as she realized that he was at once the draft and the man, something beyond her
comprehension that had scars and dimples and only slightly crooked teeth. All the while, his smile,
so soft and nearly hidden, never faltered. He watched her eyes, his green accenting her blue, waiting
patiently until she dropped her hand into her lap, shivering with the chill of a summer night and the
exhaustion of a mind finally resting that has known no peace for too long.
"What do you want from me?" she whispered, no longer so badly shaken, though still afraid
of the sudden quiet that followed her every question.
Then he spoke, with a voice that was so surprisingly soft and gratingly real against the senses
that had been straining against his mute smile.
"I've brought you a message," he said, his eyes intent, his muscles tight. She waited, watching the blush of the sun in the corner of his eye and curling her fingers into the crumpled sheets. He
reached forward, pushing a strand of hair behind her ear and leaning in to whisper:
"He brings hope for what you've suffered
He knows your joys and bitter tears ... "

Loram had tensed against his touch and now moved to draw away from him, but a strong and
gentle hand caught her wrist and his words came softer.
"He has paid your restitution
It's through His touch you've shared their pain.
Though you walk the lives of many
Though your thoughts are not your own
He has known each thought and whisper
Sends me to take that gift you've loathed ."
She choked back a cry and covered her mouth with her hand to hide her ragged breath. He
saw it and paused lo kiss her forehead, then cupped her face and leaned his head against hers,
"Lastly hear this, young faithless lover,
Remember this when you awake:
His love that in you has been branded
Wi II draw those , ith no other refuge
Will show you, you who's known all suffering
Where to point those wandering hopeless
Remember the body your Ii fe has broken
Don't forget the healing of His touch
He's waiting, here your pain is ended"
he sti Oed a sob. He allowed a tear to slip down his own cheek and affectionately caressed
hers away, but smiled and said so very softly,
"He'll come back soon and bring you home."

-Amy Deringer
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Manifesto
And wanted to live because I wanted to write and I wanted to write because I wanted to
tell and I wanted to tell so that they would know. And I could create a thousand things out
of what was my everything. And they would know my struggle, and they would feel my
soul, and they would see me. And my words would be woven and silkily sown together.
And then they would dream with me. In words they'd find a freedom. They would escape
their life. They would embrace their hearts. They would say yes, and I know, and it hurts
so badly too. They would say she cried too. They would say she laughed too. Just one girl
in one room who looked out and only saw an endless sky that was hers could know that
somewhat else saw that great big sky and felt its hugeness. And everything I ever did, and
everywhere I ever went, and every person I ever discovered and analyzed and judged and
postulated about would be my secret to share with the world. So, I would watch and admire and wish and hope and despair and dream. All of my world could be and be and be
and I could always write. So, I would see Italy and Chicago and California beaches and
someone else could see them without ever going there. And I could have holidays, and go
to movies, and go to school, and go out to eat and shop, and look beautiful and experience
a thousand things, and it would be so real, and you could do it too. And you'd be there
with me and I'd never be alone, because I'd have my words. And he gave me these words
so I could feel his pleasure and he molds this world and I mold this page. And he calls me
my beloved and I say I love him and look I made this. Then he says this is goodness truth
brokenness and beauty. And I say I will dive into it and dance with him. And then I will
proclaim it for a few and a thousand friends. Then, pages and pages of days and mysteries
will go by. And I will be a writer. And I will live and long and long and long. And the real
blood of my heartest of hearts will bleed through my fingertips and bleed into the ink and
then be etched into this white wonderful nothing waiting to be created upon. And someone
will feel what I felt. And they could think I am strange and sad and they could think they
wished they had what I never knew I had. But the point is they could look and see me.
And they would understand life a little better. And they could look a little further and the
sky would be bluer. And my pulse would race through the sentences and they would say
she was alive. And they would be alive. They could see a failure and a complex mess of
emotions entangling me in the sweet passion of life. And it would be about this. And I
wouldn't have to shout any more. I wouldn't have to scream anymore. I wouldn't just be
caught in dreams any more. Because I would put so much of it here. All here. This beautiful here of only me and only honest me that wants the universe to see that I was a part of
it. And together we would go through life. And they could see my treasures. My treasure.
In their grotesqueness in their misery in their folly and reveling in their stupidity. But they
would see a human. And they would hear a story. And I could say I made this. And grit my
teeth. And sweat. And breathe. And grip this pen with all my being. And say look. And just
one person has to look. And they could love or hate it. Ahhh. But they could feel it. And
they could know it. And I will live and create this thing. And the whole time he will say I
already knew it and that's why I love you!

-Alanna Ritchie

I'm exploring the idea of writing within com111unity-that art is not something
that is released and floats into nothingness . And I don't think that the American idea
of n1ass media can always apply to art. Art can be both relevant to a community and
transcendent of that community- existing in a context and even for a focused
group of people and ultin1ately relevant to all people. While a work can be relevant
without transcendent it can not be transcendent without being relevant. And this
magazine is immediately relevant to you- Covenant College. It has been composed
both for and by Covenant College. So I hope that you enjoy this book- it is our
book.
It has been a great pleasure to edit this year's Thorn.

-Shelly Brown
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